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I
The new general election in Greece took place on Sunday 17 June 2012 

was, I believe, very significant for the prospect of Greek people who 

expressed a willingness to join hands with other European nations to 

remain in the Eurozone.

In advance of the election Antonius Saramas the New Democracy 

leader vowed the necessity of renegotiation of some of the terms of the 

austerity and in addition to this he said: “tomorrow a new era for Greece 

begins.” And at the EU summit in Brussels on Thursday 28 June President 

Karolos Papoulias made a strong appeal to EU leaders that Greece should 

not miss anymore EU support funds. In spite of these promising utterances 

Greek people will be probably necessitated to observe firmly the bailout 

agreements and the hard austerity measures including deep spending cuts 

on everything from health care to education and infrastructure, as well as 

tax hikes and reductions of salaries etc.

But the notorious option “Grexit” was swept away. Greeks avoided 

the worst case scenario outlined since the very beginning of the debt crisis. 
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A crucial dilemma between Euro and Drachma disappeared. The Greek 

drachma, which enjoyed an extraordinary run until Ottoman times and 

which was restored as the official currency of Greece in the 1830s, is again 

sliding into the darkness.

Cherishing for the memory of Greek drachma, I think, it might be 

eventually the best option to discard drachma in order to save the financial 

solidity of Greek government, at least temporarily. But from a macroscopic 

viewpoint we cannot positively affirm that the prospective development of 

Greek government within Eurozone will be promising. It is true that the 

EU summit on the debt crisis appears to have averted disaster, Europe’s 

economic future itself is so fluid and fluctuate that we cannot assert that 

Europe’s economic future will be unchangeably prospective and bright.

People’s reactions to the recent EU summit are different. Against the 

question “do you feel more confident about Europe’s economic future?”

(The guardian, Friday 29 June 2012 18.30 BST), “yes” and “no” are equally divided. 

Some gave a pessimistic answer and said: “Europe has become a solipsistic 

nightmare and rather than feel optimistic that there is finally a way out of 

the recent impasse, things are taking a dangerous turn. The introduction of 

the Euro without a constitution meant that it was bound to fail, especially 

with the weaker economies like Greece.” And he added: “the prospect 

of financial meltdown [of EU] is supposed to scare us all into agreeing to 

federalization as the only alternative.” (donafugata, 30 June 2012) 

II
The present difficult situation of Greek people forces me to remind a Greek 

philosopher’s figure and his mission: Diogenes of Sinope the cosmic dog1） 

and his mission “����������	
��
	�����” (Deface the currency!). There is 

a striking parallelism between both figures of ancient Diogenes and the 
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present Greece. They equally falsified the currency. In order to extract a 

lesson from them I would like to focus the case of Diogenes’ “falsification.”

On my assessment of the reports and testimonies concerning Diogenes 

of Sinope, it was Diogenes himself as the Director of Sinopean mint that 

‘defaced the coinage’ (�����������
��
	�����) as well as ‘adulterated’ 

(����� !"#�") the state coinage. The case was, so it appears, resulted from 

Diogenes’ patriotism and counteraction against Persian power which in 

those days perpetually intervened in Sinopean coinage and amplified the 

financial crisis of Sinope. Diogenes’ action was eventually detected and he 

was banished.

On his vagabond journey to Athens Diogenes defaced himself as the 

former Director of Sinopean mint and redefined himself as a “homeless” 

who suffered all the curses of a tragedy: “$��!�%&
 $����%&
 ����'��%


���"�(�)	�%&
��*�%&
�!�	 �(%&
�'�	
+�*	
��,-.
/�)��	 (without a city-state, 

without a house, without a fatherland, a beggar, a wanderer with a single 

day’s bread).”2） On this occasion his philosophizing started. Against someone 

who reproached him with his “exile", he replied: “Yes, it was through that, 

miserable fellow, that I came to be a philosopher.”3）

Then, what is the essence of Diogenes’ philosophy? It is a spiritual 

animalism. Theophrastos in The Megarian  reports Diogenes’ personal 

experience of spiritual awaking as follows: “Through watching a mouse 

running about, …not looking for a place to lie down in, not afraid of the 

dark, not seeking any of the things which are considered to be dainties, 

he discovered the means of adapting himself to circumstances.”4） That is 

to say, Diogenes discerned in animals the best model of the self-sufficiency 

(�,����"��).5）

This standpoint of spiritual animalism which Diogenes himself 

voluntarily accepted makes a sharp contrast with Aristotelian vision of 
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“man.” Reforming and sharpening a traditional Greek view of “man” 

beginning from Hesiod6） Aristotle in the opening part of Politics  gave a 

famous definition of “man” as “a political animal by nature” which can be 

expressed as a proportional mean between “god” and “animal": 

God : man :: man : animal.7）

In accordance with this definition, Aristotle denounced “a man who by 

nature and not by mere accident is without a city-state ($��!�%)” as well as 

who is “unable to live in society” or “has no need because he is sufficient 

for himself.” He identified such a man as either “a bad man” or “a beast 

(0(�'�	).” For such a man is, according to Aristotle, “no part of a city-

state” and is like the “tribeless, lawless, hearthless one (1-� �*�&
10)�����%&


1	)����%),” whom Homer reviled in the Iliad IX.63. It is a noteworthy fact 

that Aristotle is expressing his severe distrust of the city-less man and the 

outsider who may be characterized as “beast” and no part of a city-state.8）

III
Diogenes the cosmic dog defaced Aristotle’s definition of “man” which has 

been circulated as the Current Coin (��
	�����) in that time. Diogenes 

recognized himself as a “beast” like lion inspiring a person with awe and 

as a “dog” fawning on those who give him something, yelping at those who 

refuse, and setting his teeth in rascals.9） Thus, in his conscious antagonism 

to Aristotelian world-view, Diogenes dared voluntarily to substitute himself 

for “animal,” which was the third term in the above mentioned Aristotelian 

analogy. The currency of Aristotle’s definition of man is drastically defaced 

by the dog philosopher. 

The “����������%” is a key-concept of Diogenes’ philosophy. According 
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to Liddell and Scott the verb “����������*2
34
5����������*” primarily 

means “re-stamp” or “re-value” the currency and secondarily “deface” 

or “debase.” But its technical sense refers especially to the method of 

examination by the medium of which genuineness or spuriousness of a coin 

is decided.

Speaking more precisely the word “����������%” means to test a coin 

by cutting its “������ �"; i.e. “mark engraved,” “impress,” and “stamp” on 

the coin. The coin examined by this method necessarily leaves a scar. Thus 

the coins are ‘defaced.’ But the case does not immediately imply that the 

coins in question are to be out of circulation. If they turn out to be genuine 

ones, they will be returned back to the market. If they turn out to be 

counterfeit, they will be confiscated and cut through in order to put them 

out of circulation.

Six years ago, at 18th International Conference of Philosophy, 

‘Values and Justice in the Global Era,’ I have read the original draft 

of ‘Cynic Justice’ in which I have examined some implications of the 

word “����������%.” As a sample I have taken a marble stele which was 

discovered from the Athenian Agora in 1970. Here I would like to show 

you again its brief outline.

The marble stele in question provides us with a vivid figure how the 

“����������%” played its role in the examination process of coins. The 

opening paragraph tells us that the Athenian law in question was, on the 

motion of Nikophon, resolved by nomothetai . The law itself starts with the 

following words: “let Attic silver currency be accepted when [it is shown to 

be] of silver and bears the official [type]. Let the public tester (6
��������7%


6
�(����%: Dokimastes) sitting among the tables test (the coins) according 

to these regulations every [day except] …”

Dokimastes ’ duty is to examine Athenian coins for their purity 
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according to the law. On my interpretation, Dokimastes’ examination runs 

as follows:

[The first stage] If anyone brings to him coins which will turn out to 

be Attic genuine coins, he will return it to the person who brought it to 

him.

(1) The Dokimastes observes carefully the coin, and examine closely 

its stamp, design, size, color, flaws etc.; and if he thinks to be necessary 

to examine it more exactly, he will weigh it on a balance and test it 

by a touchstone in order to verify its constituents. And if he had a full 

confidence that the coin in question satisfies fully Attic regulations, 

he will return it to the person who brought it to him, saying: ‘This is 

genuine. No problem.’[Examination I]

(2) However, if he has an ounce of suspicion, he appeals to the means 

of “paracharaxis” examination, i.e. to the cutting test by a chisel in order 
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to check its authenticity. Then, if the coin in question turns out to be 

counterfeit, the Dokimastes confiscates it. Then the person who brought 

it will receive a certain amount of legal tender in place of the counterfeit 

coin and come back to his business work.

[The second stage] If the coins brought to him turn out to be the 

plated coins having cores of copper or of lead, or counterfeit, he cuts 

them across immediately and deposits them with the council in order to 

consecrate them to the Metroon . Thus he takes a measure to stop the 

circulation of these coins.

(1) The Dokimastes  cannot verify whether or not the coin in 

question is a plated one or an alloy of silver and copper (or lead or 

iron), if he does not appeal to the means of “paracharaxis” examination. 

Without fail the judgment by a touchstone is effective against the alloyed 

coins. But, it does not valid for the plated ones. The surface metal-

constituents can be definitely discerned by this method. But, in order 

to examine the inner part constituents, one must cut and deface the 

coin. On the other hand, when the coin turns out to be counterfeit by 

the “paracharaxis” examination, it does not necessary to appeal to the 

examination by a touchstone. Thus, at all events it is necessary to appeal 

to the “paracharaxis” examination to get a final judgment.

(2) After “paracharaxis” examination the genuine coin will be 

returned back to the market again through the medium of the person 

who brought it to the Dokimastes , while the counterfeit one will be 

confiscated and cut across (������"�	) by the Dokimastes so that it will 

be deposited with the Boule and turned over to the Metroon.

(3) The “diakoptein” is fundamentally different from one of 

“paracharaxis .” The “paracharaxis” is an act of examination (������8"�	), 

while the “diakoptein” is one of waste disposal.
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[The third stage] If anyone refuses to accept the silver currency 

which has been examined by him and which turned out to be genuine, 

the Dokimastes is entitled to confiscate the value of what the person in 

question has sold that day.

(1) He who refuses to accept silver currency which has been tested 

by the Dokimastes  can be deprived of the value of what he has sold 

that day. However the coin in question is not counterfeit but genuine 

one. Then, why does he refuse to accept genuine coin? He refuses them 

because of the ugly traces on the surface of coin, namely because of 

chisel stamp by the “paracharaxis” examination; in other words because 

of a fact that it is a “defaced” coin. Perhaps, it might be the case that the 

person who refused to accept the defaced coin claimed to accept a new 

substitute “owl” or even a premium.

As you know now, the cardinal task of the Dokimastes  consists in 

his examination by “paracharaxis” in order to scrap the counterfeit coins. 

Dokimastes ’ main task (mission) is to expose the counterfeit coins and to 

put them out of circulation.

IV
Diogenes’ mission “����������	
��
	�����” is in parallel with the above 

mentioned Dokimastes ’ task. Diogenes’ mission overlaps with Dokimastes ’ 

duty in disclosing spuriousness of a false 	����� and in putting it out of 

circulation in order to restore genuine (9�0%, in other words �:
-;�"�) 

currency (	�����).

Diogenes believed that there should be a natural and genuine law 

without which it is impossible to be there a civilized association (�*�<%
�,��=


�,�
�>	
�"
��!��";"�0��, DL6.72), where the conventional barriers between 
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men and women, between citizens and non-citizens, and between the races 

are to be abolished.10）

Now it is time to refer to Diogenes’ words which were uttered by 

him in the dialogue between Diogenes the slave on his deathbed and his 

master Xeniades (DL6.32). There in his response to master’s question how 

he wishes to be buried, Diogenes the dying slave, perhaps having in mind 

Alexander and Macedonians in power who were his long standing rivals, 

answered: ‘On my face (��<
���*��	), since after a little time the things 

at the bottom will be converted into up (?��
�"�.
9!'@�	
�)!!"�
�A
���*
$	*


���)-"�0��).’ 

Diogenes’ utterance not only reminds us immediately Jesus Christ’s 

words in Mk. 10.31: ‘��!!�<
�B
+��	���
��C���
+������
��<
�D
+������
��C���’ 

(But many who are first will be last, and the last will be first), but also 

connotes an “Archimedean point” by the medium of which Alexandrian 

cosmopolitanism will be reversed and defaced.11）

Where is then the “Archimedean point” in question? In order to 

answer to this crucial question, in the first place, we should identify the 

nature of Alexandrian cosmopolis and then compare it with Diogenes’ one. 

As I see it Alexander’s cosmopolis in arms must be regarded as a despotic 

one, where every foreign state incorporated into it was necessitated 

to serve as a “subject” in “the Greek government writ large .12）” The 

notorious practice of “�����;	(��%” (obeisance) which Alexander introduced 

and forced to all of his subjects tells the state of affairs symbolically.13）

In contrast with this, Diogenes’ cosmopolis is “Beggar’s bag (� ��),”14） 

wherein “men fight not each with other (�,
��!"��=��
���%
1!! !�#%), nor 

stand to arms for money (�,�
?�!�
�)��(	���
�"�<
�)�����%) or for fame (�,


�"�<
��(%).” This “� ��” immediately reminds us Plato’s description of the 

“polis of minimum indispensables” (1	�@�������(
�!�%), the so-called “polis 
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of pigs” (EC	
�!�%),15） which Socrates affectionately called “the healthy” 

(E@� %) and “the true polis” (1!(0�	7
�!�%).16） It was a peaceful polis , where 

people knew neither “poverty” nor “war.”17）

Thus Diogenean cosmopolis should be regarded as a top-bottom 

reversed version of Alexander’s cosmopolis in arms.

In the above diagram I let “A” be Alexander’s cosmopolis in 

circulation; and let “�” be Diogenean cosmopolis which is not yet in 

circulation; let “G” be the universe; and let “H” be Diogenes who is a dog 

endowed with an ambivalent character; he said about himself as follows: 

‘When hungry, a Maltese; when full, a Molossian-two breeds which most 

people praise, though for fear of fatigue they do not venture out hunting 

with them.’(DL6.55)18） Because of this ambivalent characteristic, “H” 

is a member of the class I�J�K and occupies a fence-riding position; 

in other words he is at the “�)��	” in the universe.19） Because of A’s 

all inclusiveness the class I�LJ�K has no member. Then the diagram I 

represents the “Alexander’ Cosmopolis.”

Now, let me draw a transversal line �M�L which cuts across the 
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intersectional domain between “A” and “�.” It reveals a middle point (��


�)��	) whereat “H” occupies its position. The line is a fundamental axis 

around which a revolutionary turnabout between “A” and “�” arises.

V
Diogenes’ cosmopolis is a bottom-up reversed version of Alexander’s 

one. In addition to this, it is “madden,” because Plato called Diogenes 

“�*����(%
���	�"	�%” (Madden Socrates). Therefore, the cosmopolis 

in question, namely “Beggar’s bag (� ��),” may be called “Alexander’s 

Cosmopolis mainomenos” or “Madden Alexandro cosmopolis .”

I do not know your evaluation about this healthy and peaceful “� ��,” 

where people know neither poverty nor war.20） But, I believe, the “� ��” in 

question outstrips not only Eurozone but also some fresh “federalization” 

depending on nuclear power plants and armed with nuclear weapons, 

which may annihilate the whole creature on the earth and change our 

globe into a supernova in a flash.
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The present difficult situation of Greek people forced me to remind a Greek 

philosopher’s figure and his mission: Diogenes of Sinope the cosmic dog and 

his mission “����������	
��
	�����” (Deface the currency!). It is significant 

that there is a striking parallelism between both figures of ancient 

Diogenes and the present Greece. They equally falsified the currency. In 

order to extract a lesson from them I have focused the case of Diogenes’ 

“falsification.”
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Keywords : unmarked word order; third factor; symmetry;

Galois group; algebraic structure of equations

0. Introduction

I would like show some evidence for the hypotheis that human mathematical

capacity is derived from human language (Chomsky 2005: 16; 2007: 7, 20; 2010:

53). The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, I claim that a set of syn-

tactic relations constitutes a group (G) under a syntactic operation Merge. In

Section 2, I review Arikawa (2012 b) that proposes that geometrical cost asym-

metry is the fundamental cause of the word order asymmetry among S, O

and V. I indicate a correspondence between transformational cost and geomet-

rical cost. Section 3 suggests that a type of conservation law is working in

CHL and that word�order cost, agreement cost, and scrambling cost interact.

Section 4, which employs the 24 isometries of a regular tetrahedron, applies

the geometrical cost approach to DP�internal unmarked word order. Section

5 summarizes the paper. Appendix uses elementary algebra in a more radical

attempt to speculate, at least roughly, about what it would be like if something

such as a language equation truely existed in CHL. Despite a possible lack of

promise from a purely mathematical viewpoint, I hope that my approach will

lead to possibile future research from the combined perspective of applied

More Evidence for Geometrical Cost Approach
To Basic Word Order Asymmetry
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mathematics and biolinguistics.1

1. Syntactic Relation as Group under Merge

I first argue that a set of syntactic relations constitutes a group (G) under a

syntactic operation Merge.2 Merge takes a pair (unordered set) of syntactic

objects (SOi, SOj) and replaces them by a new combined syntactic object SOij

(Chomsky 1995: 226). A group G, unlike a set, is a good mathematical tool for

characterizing dynamic phenomena such as syntactic relations under Merge.3

G must satisfy the following four requirements (G axioms).

(1) A group G Axioms

a. G is closed under a relevant operation:

If a�G and b�G, then a�b�G.4

b. G has an identity element:

a�x = a and x�a = a, where x is a member of G. x is the identity

element (I ).

c. G has an inverse element:

a�y = I and y�a = I , where y is a member of G. y is the inverse

element of a.

d. G obeys the associative law:

a�(b�c) = (a�b)�c, where a, b, and c are arbitrary members of

G.

Consider axiom (1 a). In the structure of a sentence, the terms stand in constitu-

ent�command (c�command) relations (syntactic relations). The c�command

relation is defined as follows:5
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Figure 1 : X�Y�Z

Figure 2 : Z�X�Y�Z

(2) C�command

α c�commands β if and only if

(i) α does not dominate β, and

(ii) all nodes that dominate α also dominate β.

The c�command relation expresses an equilibrium between connection and

disconnection among the terms in a tree.6 Condition (2 i) expresses the discon-

nection; no dominance, i.e., no direct descent, and (2 ii) expresses the connec-

tion; α and β share the maternal nodes. Suppose that X c�commands Y, and

Y c�commands Z, expressed as X�Y�Z (i.e., X is higher than Y, which is

higher than Z), as in Figure 1:

If a copy of Z remerges (internally merges) with the node that dominates

X, Y, and Z, Merge transforms X�Y�Z to Z�X�Y�Z, as shown in Figure

2:7

All these terms stand in the c�command relation. A merge of any two syntac-
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Figure 3 : Base vP that is Mapped to S�O�V

tic objects realizes a syntactic relation. The CHL syntactic relation is closed

under the merge operation, thus obeying axiom (1a).8

Consider axiom (1b). I propose that CHL creates the base vP, which is the

identity element under theMerge operation.9 The base vP has the c�command

relation S�O�V. The base vP is formed with the least effort, that is, only

an external merge (the simplest possible structure�building operation) builds

it. Every sentence structure starts with the base vP.

Why is this structure the base?10 First, it is the most cost�effective structure:

the base vP is built by external merges only. If the cost is zero, the base vP

corresponds to the identity (do�nothing) operation, which is the most cost�ef-

fective transformation. It is like the identity operation +0 under addition, which

does not affect a number (for example, 3 + 0 = 3). Second, it is the most fun-

damental structure: every sentence structure contains the base vP at its deep-

est structure. Third, it gives us semantic universality: the base vP is the mini-

mal domain where the V�s inherent semantic information is assigned to O and

S, and this holds universally. Fourth, there is V�s affinity for O: universally,

V has an affinity for O rather than S.11 Thus, CHL disallows other possibilities.

Let us demonstrate how the base vP is constructed. Given that each set
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includes the empty set by definition and that a syntactic object is a set, each

syntactic object includes the empty set φ . V externally merges with φ .12 V�and

O merge, and V assigns Patient θ (a semantic role) to O.13 The light verb v

merges with VP. The v� merges with S and v assigns Agent θ to S. Thus, the

base vP is the most inexpensive base for building the structure of {S, O, V}

because it is formed by external merges only, given the Merge�over�Move

hypothesis, and so every sentence starts with the base vP. Every final struc-

ture contains the base vP as a subset, and the base vP does not affect the

usable c�command relations in the final structure. As noted above, the base

vP is like the identity element 0 in addition. Probe uninterpretable feature in

v agrees with the goal interpretable feature in O, the relevant structural fea-

ture is valuated and deleted (Chomsky 2000).14 The structural Case variable

is deleted within the CHL language system because such a variable is unknown

to the performance systems (the sensorimotor system and the thought sys-

tem).15

The base vP is the most economical structure that satisfies the Linear

Correspondence Axiom (LCA; originally proposed by Kayne 1994). LCA is a

principle at the sound interface that maps two�dimensional structures to one�

dimensional linear orders. A structurally higher term should be pronounced

earlier. Assum the following definition of LCA (Uriagereka 2012: 56).16

(3) LCA : When x asymmetrically c�commands y , x precedes y .

The base vP does not influence later structures. Suppose we arrived at

V�S�O as the final structure. LCA sees only the boxed terms in Figure 4

(T = Tense).
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Figure 4 : V�S�O

Spell�out sends the final CP structure to the PF (semantic interface), and LCA

maps this structure to the linear order <VSO> or [VSO]. Although the final

CP structure contains the base vP whose syntactic relation is S�O�V, the

final structure is not affected by the base vP (recall that the base vP is like

the identity element 0 for addition). The CHL syntactic relation thus obeys ax-

iom (1b).

Consider axiom (1c). Suppose that we reached the structure shown in

Figure 4. The inverse of V�S�O corresponds to movements of O and S,

where O moves to the lower edge of TP and S to the higher edge, thus yield-

ing the c�command relation of the base vP, that is, S�O�V, as in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 : Application of the Inverse Operation to V�S�O
Produces the Identity Relation S�O�V

A set of internal merges can transform any relation, V�S�O in this case,

to the identity relation S�O�V. This relation�changing operation, V�S�O

� S�O�V, is the inverse element. The CHL syntactic transformation thus

has an inverse element and obeys axiom (1c).

Consider axiom (1d). Let us assume that a set�merge structure {α, β} is

asymmetrical in that either α or β projects. Suppose that α and β merge and

α projects, forming α. Does the following equation hold in CHL?

(4) (x�y)�z = x�(y�z)

On the left side of the equation, in the first step, x and y merge and form x

(x projects). In the second step, x and z merge and form x (x projects). On the

right side of the equation, in the first step, y and z merge and form y (y pro-
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Figure 6 : Head Initial: (x • y) • z = x • (y • z) = x

Figure 7 : Head Final: (x�y)�z = x�(y�z) = z

jects). In the second step, x and y merge and form x (x projects). The equation

holds. The following trees show the associativity.

The final output is the same: x is the maximal dominator.

Suppose next that α and β merge and β projects, forming β. Does the

equation hold? On the left side of the equation, in the first step, x and y merge

and form y (y projects). In the second step, y and z merge and form z (z pro-

jects). On the right side of the equation, in the first step, y and z merge and

form z (z projects). In the second step, x and z merge and form z (z projects).

The equation holds. The following trees show the associativity.

The final output is the same: z is the maximal dominator. Therefore, the CHL

syntactic relation obeys the associative law in axom (1d).17 The CHL syntactic

relation constitutes a group G under Merge.18
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Figure 8 : Identity Element I = <SOV>

2. Transformational Cost as Geometrical Cost

2.1. Equilateral Triangle and Basic Word Order Asymmetry

In Arikawa (2012b), I argued that the symmetry structure of an equilateral

triangle, expressing the group�theoretical structure of cubic equation, ac-

counts for the asymmetry of basic word orders. I used an equilateral triangle

that is the Identity Element (the basic word order <SOV>) as in the following.

The six symmetrical transformations are as follows.

(5) a. r0 = 0�= I (do�nothing rotation)

b. r1 = 120�(counterclock) rotation

c. r2 = 240�rotation

d. f1 = Flip around axis L 1

e. f2 = Flip around axis L 2

f. f3 = Flip around axis L 3
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Transformation Cost Input Output Ratio
r0 0 <SOV> <SOV> 48.5%
r1 2 <SOV> <VSO> 9.2%
r2 4 <SOV> <OVS> 0.7%
f1 1 <SOV> <SVO> 38.7%
f2 3 <SOV> <OSV> 0.5%
f3 3 <SOV> <VOS> 2.4%

Table 1 : Transformations and Costs for {S, O, V}

The six operations are expressed by r0 , r1 , and f1 . These three operations

are �atoms� of transformation in that they are more basic (Armstrong 1988).

(6) a. r0

b. r1

c. r2 = r1 � r1 = r1 2

d. f1

e. f2 = f1 � r1

f. f3 = r1 � f1

The following table summarizes the transformations and costs.

I assume the ratio observed in Yamamoto (2002), which considers the largest

number (2,932) of languages for typological analysis to date (gross � 6000).

The Galois theory and the Economy Principle can explain the current ratio

of languages with the top three unmarked word orders:

(7) a. r0 (cost 0) produces <SOV> with a ratio of 48.5%.

b. f1 (cost 1) produces <SVO> with a ratio of 38.7%.

c. r1 (cost 2) produces <VSO> with a ratio of 9.2%.
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r0 f1
r0 r0 f1
f1 f1 r0

Table 2 : Multiplication Table for r0 and f1 : Closed

Although the geometrical cost approach fails to predict the internal ranking

among f2 , f3 , and r2 , it does predict their relatively low probability:

(8) a. f2 (cost 3) produces <OSV> with a ratio of 0.5%.

b. f3 (cost 3) produces <VOS> with a ratio of 2.4%.

c. r2 (cost 4) produces <OVS> with a ratio of 0.7%.

The geometrical cost approach accounts for the fact that CHL shows the follow-

ing asymmetry with respect to basic word order frequency.

(9) SOV > SVO > VSO > VOS > OVS >? OSV

2.2. CHL Selects Cheaper Subgroups

The steps in the top two transformations, unlike the other four, constitute

a subgroup of G. Let us consider the multiplication table that consists of the

single steps r0 and f1 . The intersection of each column and row expresses

the multiplication operation for that column and row.

The table entries are r0 and f1 . By axiom (1a) of the definition of groups, {r0 , f1 }

is closed. It constitutes a subgroup of G. Incidentally, {r0, f2 } and {r0 , f3 } are

also closed and constitute a subgroup of G. The cyclic permutations (rotations),

namely r0 , r1 , and r2 , are closed and constitute a subgroup of G. On the other
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r1 r2 f2 f3
r1 r2 r0 f1 f2

r2 r0 r1 f3 f1
f2 f3 f1 r0 r1
f3 f1 f2 r2 r0

Table 3 : Multiplication Table for r1 , r2 , f2 , and f3 : Not Closed

hand, the set of noncyclic permutations {f1 , f2 , f3 } is not closed and does not

constitute a subgroup of G (Stewart 2007: 112). CHL seems to employ a subgroup

that consists of the cheapest costs among both rotations and of flips, avoiding

exclusive use of either type of transformation. Consider the multiplication ta-

ble that consists of the steps in r1 (= r1 ), r2 (= r1 � r1 ), f2 (= f1 � r1 ), and

f3 (= r1 � f1 ):

The table entries include other operations, namely r1 , r2 , f2, and f3 . Accord-

ing to axiom (1a) of the definition of G, the set {r1 , r2, f2 , f3 } is not closed

under the multiplication operation and therefore does not consitute a sub-

group of G. I believe it is significant that the transformational steps involved

in the two basic word orders with relatively high probabilities, <SOV> and

<SVO>, constitute a subgroup of G, while those involved in producing remain-

ing word orders, which have relatively low probabilities, do not. The set

{r0 , r1 , r2 , f1 , f2 , f3 } has six subgroups: {r0 , r1 , r2 , f1 , f2 , f3 }, {r0 , r1 , r2 },

{r0 , f1 }, {r0 , f2 }, {r0 , f3 }, {r0 } (Stewart 2007: 112�113). CHL selects the two cheap-

est subgroups, {r0 } and {r0 , f1 }, which produces <SOV> and <SVO> as the

two most common basic word orders.
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Figure 9 : Spell�Out Structure Corresponding r0 and <SOV>

2.3. Geometrical Transformation Corresponds To Syntactic Transformation

The geometrical cost of a syntactic structure corresponds to the transforma-

tional cost. The spell�out structure of <SOV> is the identity vP. LCA demands

that the boxed terms be pronounced. The identity vP corresponds to Θ�Do-

main (Thematic relation) proposed in Grohmann (2000: 55; 2011: 274�275).

Only external merges are involved in forming the base vP, and its structure

building is the most cost�effective. This is the reason why CHL demonstrates

that <SOV> has the highest probability (48.5%) of the six possible unmarked

word orders. The base vP is the domain in which v initiates n�agreement

(Elouazizi and Wiltschko 2006). The spell�out transfers the base vP structure

to the semantic interface, where LCA computes it as <SOV>. Let us next

consider the spell�out structure of <SVO>, namely, TP. The TP corresponds

to Φ�Domain (Agreement properties) proposed in Grohmann (2000: 55; 2011:

274�275).
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Figure 10 : Spell�Out Structure Corresponding to f1 and <SVO>

The new head T merges with vP, and the heads and the subject undergo

movement (internal merge).19 Since internal merge = external merge + copy

+ remerge and there are three internal merges, this structure is more costly

to build than the base vP. This is the reason why <SVO> has a lower prob-

ability (38.7%). TP is the domain in which T initiates what Elouazizi and Wilt-

schko call Φ�agreement . Let us consider the spell�out structure of <VSO>,

namely CP. The CP corresponds to Ω�Domain (Discourse information) pro-

posed in Grohmann (2000: 55; 2011: 274�275).
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Figure 11 : Spell�Out Structure Corresponding to r 1 and <VSO>

C merges with TP, and V moves to C. Building the structure for such a CP

requires more energy. The CP structure is the third most cost�effective, and

this is the reason why the unmarked <VSO> order has a probability of 9.2%.

CP is the domain in which C initiates what Elouazizi and Wiltschko call D�

agreement . In modern standard Arabic (<VSO>), for example, D�agreement

occurs only when V moves to C (Elouazizi and Wiltschko: 156).

I propose that MLCA applies to the base vP and derives <VOS> in lan-

guages such as Malagasy (Austronesian family). In Malagasy, MLCA applies

to phrases and LCA applies to heads. If this approach is on the right track,

we have a partial explanation of why CHL produces the unmarked word order

asymmetry. Table 4 summarizes the four major word orders.
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Ordering
principle

Input
structure

Output
order

Geometrical
transformation

Cost Probability

Type 1 LCA Base vP <SOV> r0 0 48.5%
Type 2 LCA TP (S+V mmt) <SVO> f1 1 38.7%
Type 3 LCA CP (S+V mmt) <VSO> r1 2 9.2%
Type 4 MLCA Base vP <VOS> f3 3 2.4%

Table 4 : Deriving the Major Unmarked Word Orders

Why is MLCA so costly when it applies to the base vP in Type 4? Note that

MLCA generally applies to heads, but in Type 4, it applies to a phrase. This

unusual application of MLCA to a phrase may be responsible for the relative

low probability.20

A mathematical fact is that the six symmetric transformations of an equi-

lateral triangle with the three vertexes {a, b, c} express the six permutations

of the three roots {a, b, c} of a cubic equation. A linguistic fact is that the cost

difference in the syntatic tree formation with three terms {S, O, V} matches

the probability difference in the unmarked word orders of {S, O, V}. CHL must

be solving a cubic equation with the roots {S, O, V}. Appendix provides a baby

algebra of {S, O, V}. Let us summarize the discussion up to this point.

(10) a. The CHL syntactic relations constitute a group.

b. The cost hierarchy among the six geometrical operations that corre-

spond to the six unmarked word orders in CHL is:

r0 < f1 < r1 < f2 = f3 < r2 ,

where r0 produces <SOV>, f1 <SVO>, r1 <VSO>, f2 <OSV>,

f3 <VOS>, and r2 <OVS>. The geometrical cost approach predicts

the current percentages of languages. The top three word orders:

<SOV> (48.5%), <SVO> (38.7%), and <VSO> (9.2%).
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c. Although this approach fails to predict the internal relative ranking

of the lower three basic word orders, it nevertheless predicts a divi-

sion between the higher three orders (<SOV>, <SVO>, and <VSO>)

and the lower three orders (<VOS>, <OSV>, and <OVS>).

d. The fourthmajor unmarkedword order <VOS> (2.4%) can be derived

by applying MLCA to the base vP. LCA applies to it generally.

e. The steps in the transformations corresponding to the top two un-

marked orders, that is, the operation r0 (I ) that produces <SOV>

and the operation f1 (OV) that produces <SVO>, are closed and con-

stitute a subgroup of G. The transformation for the remaining four

orders are not closed and do not constitute a subgroup of G.

f. The sound interface of CHL employs LCA and MLCA for phrases and

heads. LCA and MLCA eliminates all technologies related to head

movement, simplifying the model of structure�order mapping.

3. Scrambling and the Conservation Law

The conservation law answers question about asymmetry of operations.

(11) Conservation law

The gross cost is fixed.

Suppose that the maximum cost for CHL computation is 1. <SVO> languages

have an overt (phonetically realized, hence costly) agreement morphology.

<SOV> has cost 0 for deriving the basic order, whereas <SVO> has cost 0.5

for the same purpose and 0.5 for pronouncing agreement. If the gross cost is 1,

more energy is left for other work (scrambling) in <SOV> languages, whereas

no energy is left in <SVO> languages. A language such as Hindi shows a
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<SOV> SOV/SVO Mixed�� <SVO> SVO/
VSO
Mixed

<VSO>
Main: SOV
Sub: SVO

Main: SVO
Sub: SOV

Language

family

(selected)

Afro-Asiatic,

Altaic,

Chibchan,

Dravidian,

Indo-Aryan,

Uto-Aztecan

Indo-

Aryan

Indo-

European

Arawakan,

Anstrone-

sian, Indo-

Enropean,

Niger-

Congo,

Sinae

Anstrone-

sian, Indo-

Enropean,

Semitic,

Totozoque-

An

Austrone-

sian, Celtic,

Oto-

Manguean,

Niger-

Congo,

Semitic

Examples

(selected)��
Amharic,

Korean,

Bengali,

Hopi,

Quechua,

Tamil

Hindi Dutch,

German

English,

Indone-

sian,

Mandarin,

Swahili,

Wayuu

Batak (karo),

Modern

Greek,

Syrian

Arabic,

Topehua

Modern

Standard

Arabic, So,

Tagalog,

Welsh��,

Zapotec

�
�
�
	

Basic

order

0 About 1/3

or less

About 1/3

or more

About

0.5

About 0.5

or more

About 1

Overt

agreement

About 0 About 1/3 About 1/3 About

0.5

About 0.5

or less

About 0

Scrambl-

ing

About 1 About 1/3

or more

About 1/3

or less

About 0 About 0 About 0

Gross 1 1 1 1 1 1

Table 5 : Cost of {Basic Order, Agreement, Scramblability},
and the Conservation Law

mixed order: head
final <SOV> for the main clause and head
initial <SVO>

for the subordinate clause.21 Duch and German demonstrate the opposite: the

main clause shows <SVO>, and the subordinate clause shows <SOV>. It is

reported that <VSO> languages have relatively rigid word order. A hypotheti-

cal cost calculation is shown in Table 5.22
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The gross cost is the same in all languages. CHL has to manage on the same

cost. <SOV> shows relatively higher symmetry of derived orders (scrambling)

because CHL can use (and uses) more energy in scrambling. On the other hand,

<SVO> and <VSO> show relatively lower symmetry of derived orders (per-

mutation is more restricted) because CHL needs more energy in producing the

unmarked orders and not much energy is left for scrambling. CHL obeys the

conservation law. The unmarked word order, the overtness of agreement,

and the possibility of scrambling interact. They are epiphenomena resulting

from the dynamic cost equilibrium of CHL.

4. DP�Internal Order and Geometrical Cost

How does the geometrical�cost approach explain the word�order asymmetry

within nominal expressions? Extending Greenberg (1963, 1966), Cinque (2005:

319�320) reports the four major orders of the four elements in DP as follows:

(12) Top four word orders in DP

a. <Dem, Num, A, N> (Very many)26

b. <N, A, Num, Dem> (Very many)27

c. <Dem, Num, N, A> (Many)28

d. <Dem, N, A, Num> (Many)29

I propose that CHL selects these four patterns from the 24 (4 ! ) possible patterns

simply because they are cheaper. Cinque assumes that order (12a) is the struc-

ture that is produced only by external merges and that the other three orders

are derived from the movement of the terms in (12a). Assuming that external

merge is cheaper than internal merge, (12a) is the most cost�effective order:
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Figure 12 : Base DP: Nominal Structure by External Merge Only

Figure 13 : Mapping Between Tetrahedral Vertexes and Linear Order

Following Cinque, I propose that the above structure is the identity element

I , which is realized with the minimum cost 0. Let us consider this structure

to be the base DP. The base DP for a nominal expression corresponds to the

base vP for a verbal expression. LCA produces <Dem, Num, A, N>.30 A syn-

tactic structure of four terms corresponds to the geometrical image of a regu-

lar tetrahedron. The linear order of the four terms corresponds to the follow-

ing vertexes in their relative positions. Dotted lines indicate see�through

edges.31

A regular tetrahedron has 24 isometries, forming the symmetry group Td,

which is isomorphic to S4 . Three kinds of symmetry axis exist. The first kind

is rotational axis L, which goes through a vertex, perpendicular to the oppo-
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Figure 14 : Rotation around Axis L

site plane. Rotations of 0�, 120�, and 240�around L preserve the symmetry.

Four Ls exist.

The second kind is another rotational axis M, which penetrates through the

tetrahedron between the middle point mp of an edge and the mp of the edge

on the opposite side. Rotations by 0�and 180�around M preserve the symme-

try. Three Ms exist. An origami tetrahedron is necessary at this point.
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Figure 15 : Rotation around Axis M

Figure 16 : Reflections in R

The third kind is reflectional axis R (mirror), which is perpendicular to an edge.

Reflections in the plane R replace two positions in the base, which is an equi-

lateral triangle. Three Rs exist.

Let us assume that LCA computes the base�DP tetrahedron as
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Figure 17 : Base�DP Tetrahedron

Figure 18 : Simplified Structure for Base�DP Tetrahedron

<Dem, Num, A, N>. The base DP, which involves no internal movement, is

the most cost�effective base (with a cost of 0). The base DP geometrically

corresponds to a regular tetrahedron as follows. In the base DP, the vertex

(top) Dem protrudes over the base equilateral triangle with the apexes

Num (front), A (left), and N (right).

Let us simplify the base�DP tetrahedron as follows:

Let us consider the 24 isometries. First, consider rotations around L1 , which

goes through the Dem vertex of the base DP. L1 is the default axis. Start from

the base DP, which involves a 0�rotation around L1 . Keeping Dem at the top,

we have three isometries: 0�, 120�, and 240�rotations around L1 . In Figure

19�23, the frequency expressions and the letters inside the brackets [ ] corre-
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Figure 19 : Rotations of Base DP around L1

� � �

Figure 20 : Rotations of Base DP around M

spond to those in the table in Cinque (2005: 319�320). The structures in the

boxes are the attested four major DP�internal unmarked word orders.

The isometry� (the most cost�effective) corresponds to the base DP, which

is built by external merges only. Let us next consider the rotations around

M. There are three isometries. We begin with M1 . (The term �mp (x , y)� de-

notes the midpoint between x and y .

Why does CHL select the axis M3 ? What is the difference between M1 , M2 ,

and M3 ? M1 is obtained by bending L1 45�toward Num , M2 by bending L1

45�toward A , and M3 by bending L1 45�toward N . Since the base DP is fun-

damentally a nominal (N ), I propose that M3 , which bends L1 45�toward
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Figure 21 : Applying R to Base DP

N , is the default M axis (the most cost�effective M axis). That is, CHL shows

the affinity of M3 for N , which is the fundamental lexical property of the base

DP. This is the reason why � is selected over � and �. I propose that �

<N, A, Num, Dem> is derived from applying MLCA to the base DP structure.

Therefore, both LCA and MLCA apply to the base DP. If LCA applies to

�, <Dem, Num, A, N> arises. If MLCA applies to�, <N, A, Num, Dem> arises.

These word orders are the most cost�effective because the linearing corre-

spondence principle applies to themost cost�effective structure. The DP struc-

ture has both the phrasal property and the head property. (Recall that the

probability that MLCA applies to the base vP is very small (2.4%)). Howsoever

small, the fact that the unmarked word order <VOS> emerges (the ranking

is fourth) indicates that S andO�with V being a head universally�have a strong

head property in the languages that have this unmarked order.35 Let us now

consider reflections, start from the base DP.

The reflections� and� are more cost�effective than� and� because the

former replace just two positions in the base equilateral triangle, whereas the

latter replace all three positions. Why does CHL choose reflection axes R1 and

R2 , but not R3 ? What is the difference between R1 and R2 , on the one hand,

and R3 , on the other? I propose that CHL chooses a reflection R that is perpen-

dicular to an edge whose end points constitute a natural class. That is, {A, N}
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Figure 22 : L1 (120�) � M and L1 (240�) � M

(both have the semantic feature lexical ) and {Num, N} (both are connected

to the structural feature [number ] �Φ ) constitute natural classes, whereas

{Num, A} (Φ and lexical ) does not. Therefore, CHL selects R1 and R2 . CHL allows

A and N to interchange and allows Num and N to interchange, but it does

not allow Num and A to interchange. It is more cost�effective to select two

switching elements within the same natural class, rather than selecting two

elements from two distinct classes. Therefore, R1 and R2 are more cost�ef-

fective axes.

So far, we have considered a simple application of transformations. It is

significant that the four major DP�internal unmarked word orders appear in

the subgroup of simple applications of the entire group G. Simple applications

are more cost�effective, and CHL therefore chooses them. Let us next consider

multiple applications of transformations. Multiple applications of non�zero

transformations are more costly. CHL avoids them as much as possible. When

� and	 are followed by an application of M , we have the following results.
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Figure 23 : R � M

When simple Rs (�,�, and) are followed by an application of M, we have

the following results.

It is significant that the four major DP�internal unmarked word orders corre-

spond to the more cost�effective symmetric transformations of a regular tet-

rahedron with a simple application and the default axes of symmetry. I distin-

guish necessary (loose and broad) and sufficient (strict and narrow) conditions

for the optimal selection of DP�internal word order in CHL as follows:43
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(13) Necessary condition for optimal DP�internal word order

CHL must choose a single operation.

(14) Sufficient condition for optimal DP�internal word order

CHL must choose a cost�effective axis.

The necessary condition comes from the Galois�theory (mathematics) taking

cost into account. Within 24 possible DP�internal linear orders, the observed

top four come from zero or one, rather than two, applications of an operation

and this teaches us something. The sufficient condition comes from linguistic

facts that are governed by the Economy Principle (physics). CHL selects more

cost�effective axes that are compatible with linguistic facts: the most funda-

mental nucleus of DP is N , and {A , N } and {Num, N } form natural classes, while

{Num , A} does not. Table 6 contains the summary. Assume the cost difference

as follows. I = L1 (0�) has cost 0,M3 cost 1, and R1 /R2 cost 2. As stated above,

these operations involve more cost�effective axes of symmetry. Less cost�ef-

fective axes, L1 (120�), L1 (240�), M1 , M2 , and R3 have cost 3. Assume addi-

tion for cost accumulation.
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Transformation Cost Principle Input Output Probability

� I = L1 (0�) 0 LCA Base DP <Dem, Num, A, N> Very many

� M3 1 MLCA Base DP <N, A, Num, Dem> Very many

� R1 2 LCA?MLCA? Base DP <Dem, Num, N, A> Many

� R2 2 LCA?MLCA? Base DP <Dem, N, A, Num> Many

� L1 (240�) � M1 6 LCA?MLCA? Base DP <Num, N, A, Dem> Few

� R1 � M3 3 LCA?MLCA? Base DP <N, A, Dem, Num> Few

� R3 � M3 4 LCA?MLCA? Base DP <N, Num, A, Dem> Few

	 L1 (120�) 3 LCA?MLCA? Base DP <Dem, N, Num, A> Very few


 L1 (240�) 3 LCA?MLCA? Base DP <Dem, A, N, Num> Very few

� M2 3 LCA?MLCA? Base DP <A, N, Dem, Num> Very few

� L1 (120�) � M3 6 LCA?MLCA? Base DP <N, Dem, A, Num> Very few

 R1 � M2 5 LCA?MLCA? Base DP <A, N, Num, Dem> Very few

� R2 � M1 5 LCA?MLCA? Base DP <Num, A, N, Dem> Very few

� R2 � M3 3 LCA?MLCA? Base DP <N, Dem, Num, A> Very few

� M1 3 Base DP <Num, Dem, N, A> None

� R3 3 Base DP <Dem, A, Num, N> None

� L1 (120�) � M1 6 Base DP <Num, A, Dem, N> None

� L1 (120�) � M2 6 Base DP <A, Num, N, Dem> None

� L1 (240�) � M2 6 Base DP <A, Dem, Num, N> None

� L1 (240�) � M3 4 Base DP <N, Num, Dem, A> None

� R1 � M1 5 Base DP <Num, Dem, A, N> None

� R2 � M2 5 Base DP <A, Num, Dem, N> None

� R3 � M1 6 Base DP <Num, N, Dem, A> None

� R3 � M2 6 Base DP <A, Dem, N, Num> None

Table 6 : Transformations and Costs for DP�Internal Word Order

The four major unmarked DP�internal word order have cost 2 or lower. There

is a tendency that simple operations show higher probability. The ten minori-

ties (few and very few) have the average cost of 4.1 (41�10), whereas the un-

attested ten permutations (none) have the average cost of 5.0 (50�10). Hence,
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the distinction between possible and impossible permutations has mathemati-

cal ground. A question remains: Does CHL employ LCA, MLCA, or both? 44

5. Conclusion

Unlike Charles Robert Darwin (a British naturalist and biologist; 1809�1882),

Alfred Russel Wallace (a British naturalist, explorer, geographer, anthropolo-

gist and biologist; 1823�1913), the coauthor of the evolutionary theory of natu-

ral selection, was puzzled: The �gigantic development of the mathematical

capacity is wholly unexplained by the theory of natural selection, and must

be due to some altogether distinct cause,� if only because it remained unused. 45

Capitalizing on the idea of Leopold Kronecker (a Germanmathematician; 1823�

1891), who said that God (the human DNA, environment and the 3rd factor pro-

ducing CHL) made integers; all else is the work of man (Die ganzen Zahlen hat

der liebe Gott gemacht, alles andere ist Menschenwerk), Chomsky states that the

theory of natural numbers may have derived from a successor function aris-

ing from Merge and that �speculations about the origin of the mathematical

capacity as an abstraction from linguistic operations are not unfamiliar.�46

Chomsky (2007: 7) proposed the following hypothesis:

(15) Mathematical capacity is derived from language.

If so, Wallace�s puzzle is partially answered: �Some altogether distinct cause�

is an operation in CHL. I speculate the following hypothesis.

(16) Equations and sentences share an elementary algebraic structure.

If this is true, we can study CHL with Galois�theoretic tools.47 As a Galois group
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characterizes the algebraic (or symmetric) structure of an equation, it can

also characterize the algebraic (or symmetric) structure of a sentence.

Appendix: Unmarked Word Order as a Galois Group for the Language

Equation? � A Speculative Introduction to the Elementary

(High�School Level) Algebra of theHumanLanguageEquation�

A Toy (Baby) Model

A.1. Human Language Equation?

The algebraic structure of an equation E is equivalent to the Galois group

Gg that consists of the roots:

(1) E � Gg.

A radical conjecture follows: A sentence is an expression of a human language

equation EHL that CHL solves (Jenkins 2000: 164, 2003), and the algebraic struc-

ture of EHL is equivalent to the Galois group GgHL (of unmarked word orders

in CHL) :

(2) EHL � GgHL.

A .2 . Sentence as an Equation?

When CHL computes a sentence with S , O , and V , it solves a cubic equation

that has three solutions: s , o , and�. The word order patterns are the permu-

tation patterns GgHL of the roots. A simple transitive sentence must, therefore,

have an algebraic structure similar to the following cubic equation:48
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(3) ax3 + bx2 + cx + d = 0.

If factorization is possible, that is, if EHL is reducible and the reducibility var-

ies according to the field used for factorization, we have

(4) (x�s) (x�o) (x�v) = 0.

Because

(5) x�s = 0, x�o = 0, x�v = 0,

we have three solutions, s, o, and v:

(6) x = s, o, v.

Let us imagine that these are rational numbers, that is, the relevant field con-

sists of rational numbers (putting aside a possible puzzle about what this

means).49 Expanding the factored cubic equation, we get

(7) (x�s) (x�o) (x�v)

= (x2�(s + o) x + so) (x�v)

= x2 (x�v)�(s + o) x (x�v) + so (x�v)

= x3�vx2�(s + o) x2�(s + o) x (�v) + sox�sov

= x3�(s + o + v) x2 + (so + ov + vs) x�sov = 0.

The coefficients and constant consist of elementary symmetric polynomials

with s , o , and�:
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(8) a. Second order coefficient:�(s + o + v) = b

b. First order coefficient: (so + ov + vs) = c

c. Constant:�sov.

Then, the equation in (3) with the roots {s, o, v} is equivalent to:

(9) ax3 + bx2 + cx + d

= (x�s) (x�o) (x�v)

= x3�(s + o + v) x2 + (so + ov + vs) x�sov = 0.

This equation indicates the relationship between the solutions and coefficients.

The Gg of an equation is a permutation set of solutions that satisfies the follow-

ing conditions (Nakamura 2010: 91) :

(10) Definition of the Galois group G g of an equation

a. Gg is closed under the multiplication of permutations, and

b. For any rational expression R (with rational coefficients) formed by

the solutions, the following holds: the value of R remains the same

under all permutations of solutions in Gg� the value of R is a rational

number.50

Condition (10b) maintains that to determine all Rs that have rational values,

all one needs to know is the Gg of the equation (ibid.: 91). What is the Gg of

an equation in (11) ?

(11) (x�s) (x�o) (x�v) = 0

Elementary algebra tells us the following. Because the value of R is a rational
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number, Gg must preserve the same value. In fact, there are Rs whose values

remain the same. Such Rs consist of a single root. Assume that there are no

multiple roots: that is, s�o�v.

(12) R 1 = s, R 2 = o, R 3 = v

By definition, Gg should not change the value of R. Thus, Gg should be I alone,

in which s changes to s , o changes to o , and �changes to �, i.e., everything

remains the same. The other five permutations in which <sov> is altered to

<svo>, <osv>, <ovs>, <vso>, or <vos> change the values. If EHL were of this

type, CHL would produce <SOV> only, which is diachronically correct. The

ancient CHL may have been solving an EHL that is similar to this equation, in

which factorization is possible (reducible), given the rational number field.

However, synchronically, this result contradicts the facts about CHL. The cur-

rent CHL does not solve this type of equation.51 It follows that the present CHL

is solving an EHL that is not reducible if the field consists of rational numbers.52

However, what are (s + o +�), (so + o�+�s) and (so�)? What do these

elementary symmetric polynomials mean for CHL? 53A polynomial is symmet-

ric when a permutation does not affect it. Let us stipulate that the cubic EHL

in (9) has an algebraic structure Gg = <so�> with the field of rational numbers.

If CHL is solving this equation, it should produce <SOV> as the sole possible

unmarked word order. This was true for the ancient CHL but not for the cur-

rent CHL, which solves an EHL with the Gg that includes all six permutations

as unmarked word orders.54

Let us ask another fundamental question before tackling these questions.

What is solving an equation? Solving an equation is the following (Ueno 2011:

50). One starts from symmetric polynomials that consist of coefficients and

constant as (s + o +�), (so + o�+�s) and (so�). These polynomials are sym-
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metric in that any permutation does not alter the formulae and the values.

One breaks the symmetry little by little.55 Finally, the symmetry completely

breaks and one obtains the roots, s , o , and�, which are completely asymmet-

rical; one cannot permute the roots because any permuation will change the

values (and the formulae, that is, the roots themselves). This was the starting

point of Joseph�Louis Lagrange (a French mathematician, physicist and as-

tronomer born in Italy; 1736�1813) when he took a crucial step forward in solv-

ing a conundrum as to why equations of the 5th degree or more resist solutions

by a formula. That is, given the general form of f (x) = xn + an�1xn�1 + � a0 =

0, a formula is a radical expression that is built up from the coefficient aj by

the four basic operations of arithmetic (addition, subtraction, multiplication,

division) and nth roots, n = 2, 3, 4, � (Stewart 2004: 86). A metaphor of Rubik�s

Cube works.56 A Rubik�s Cube with completely random colors (symmetrical

state) paralles symmetric polynomials as (s + o +�), (so + o�+�s) and (so�) :

any permutation will cause the cube to look like the same as before. In this

case, we have an equation of the 6th degree. One breaks the symmetry little

by little.57 When one obtains consistent colors for each of the 6 planes of the

cube, the symmetry is completely broken. That is to say, the consistent�col-

ored 6 planes are the 6 roots of the sextic equation. A random�colored cube

is a sextic equation (input) and the final consistent�colored 6 planes express

the six roots (output).58 On the other hand, we have the opposite situation in

solving EHL. We know the roots (output) s , o , and�at the biginning, and are

looking for the cubic equation (input). This is an ill�posed (inverse) problem:

output is given, but input is unknown.59 I hypothesize that EHL shares essentially

the same algebraic property as a mathematical equation E. The problem re-

garding EHL is just ill�posed.60

More specifically, we could say that CHL (both ancient and current; at its

final state) of native speakers of <SOV>�type languages solves the following
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cubic equation, as in (9), which I repeat.

(9) ax3 + bx2 + cx + d

= (x�s) (x�o) (x�v)

= x3�(s + o + v) x2 + (so + ov + vs) x�sov = 0.

We know that the Galois group Gg of this equation is <so�> only. In a sense,

the coefficients and constant as symmetric polynomials express the scram-

bling property (higher level of symmetry) of <SOV>�type languages.61

It is worth noting that the number of argument (the minimum informa-

tion that is necessary for the event denoted by the predicate to hold) is at

most 3, namely, the subject (s), the indirect object (io), and the direct object (do).

If we include the verb �in the equation, CHL is solving equations of the 2nd,

3rd, or 4th degree. There is no equation of the 5th degree or more for CHL. This

is reminiscent of a methematical fact that there is no formula for equations

of 5th degree or more, the explanation of which Galois finalized about 200 years

ago.62

A .3 . Is EHL Linear (1st Degree Polynomial)?

Suppose that EHL has an algebraic structure similar to that of a linear equation

such as

(13) x�s = 0.

Then, the only root is s :

(14) x = s .
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64

Elementary algebra indicates the following. To permute s, one must permute

it by itself (I ). The GgHL of EHL must consist of I alone and CHL would produce

only <S>. However, this contradicts the facts about CHL as would an algebraic

structure based on other linear equations such as x�o = 0 and x��= 0. There

is no natural human language with an unmarked word order such as <S>

alone, <O> alone, or <V> alone.63 Therefore, EHL cannot be a linear equation.

A .4 . Is EHL Quadratic (2nd Degree Polynomial)?

A .4 .1 If s and�are in QQ …

Suppose that the algebraic structure of EHL with the roots {s ,�} is similar to

that of the following quadratic equation:

(15) x2 + 3 x�4 = 0.

Given the set of two solutions {a , b } , the Gg of (15) would consist of the iden-

tity permutation I alone.65 Elementary algebra indicates the following. Suppose

that the permutation K = (s�) were in the relevant GgHL .66 If we perform K

on (s��), (s��) changes to (��s) =�(s��). That is, K changes the value of

R. Therefore, GgHL must not contain K . On the other hand, I does not change

the value of R = (s��). If the structure of EHL were similar to this type of quad-

ratic equation, GgHL with the two solutions {s ,�} would contain I alone. If we

start from the base VP in which S c�commands V and stipulate that the base

VP is the identity element, it would follow that CHL exhibits only <SV>, since

I changes <SV> to <SV>. This conclusion is not empirically correct, however.

When V is intransitive, the present CHL shows both unmarked orders.67
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(16) a. <SV> (79.7%)

An example: English

The child ran.

b. <VS> (13.0%)

An example: Tagalog

Tumakbo ang bata.

ran ANG child

�The child ran.�

The present CHL does not solve a quadratic equation in which factorization

is possible and the roots are like rational numbers. There is a remaining puz-

zle that why do <SV> languages outnumber <VS> languages? It might be

economical to apply LCA, rather than MLCA, to the base VP, as we saw in

the case of the base vP for {S, O, V}.

A .4 .2 If s and �are not in QQ …

Suppose that EHL has an algebraic structure similar to the following quadratic

equation:

(17) x2 + 3 x + 1 = 0.

Factorization is not possible. The roots are irrational numbers. Given the two

solutions {a , b } , the Gg is <ab> and <ba>.68 Elementary algebra indicates the

following. Because we have two roots, s and�, there are two possible candi-

dates for GgHL : I and K = (s�). Suppose that GgHL contained I and K . Would

GgHL satisfy condition (10a) (that is, would GgHL closed under the multiplication
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operation)? As

(18) I � K = K , K � I = K , K � K = I , I � I = I ,

GgHL would be closed under multiplication. Would GgHL satisfy condition (10b) ?

An example of R is the difference product Δ = (s��). Given that D = Δ2 and

D = 5, we have

(19) Δ = (s��) = ��5 .

However, the positive and negative square roots of 5 are not rational numbers.

If we are in the rational number field, the value of R = Δ does not exist in this

field.69 Therefore, GgHL would contain a permutation that changes the value

of R = Δ. If GgHL contained only I , GgHL would not change the value of Δ. GgHL

must contain a permutation other than I; that is, GgHL must additionally contain

K . With K , R = Δ = + (s��) changes to R� = Δ� = (��s) =�(s��). The plus

sign of R = Δ has changed to a minus sign. By I , R = Δ = + (s��) remains

the same. If GgHL contained I and K , GgHL would contain <s�> and <�s>. This

is empirically true, as we saw in (16). Hence, the present CHL solves a quadratic

equation that has the same type of algebraic structure as (17) with two irra-

tional number roots.

A.5. Is EHL Cubic (3rd Degree Polynomial)?

A.5.1 If s, o, and �are in QQ …

Suppose that CHL is solving an EHL with a structure that is similar to the follow-

ing equation:
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(20) x3�x = 0.

By factorization,

(21) x3�x = x (x2�1) = x (x�1) (x + 1) = 0.

This is not a genuine cubic equation because it consists of first degree parts.

The calculation cost must be cheap. The three roots are three distinct rational

numbers:

(22) x = 0, 1,�1.

Elementary algebra tells us the following. Let the three roots be s , o , and�.

Thus,

(23) x = 0 (= s), 1 (= o), �1 (= v).

Consider the following difference product Δ as an example of R:

(24) R = (s�o ) (s��) (o��) = �1 · 1 · 2 =�2.

Provided that the value of R is a rational number, GgHL must exclude the per-

mutation that changes the value of R. Thus, GgHL contains I . What about f1

= (o�), which exchanges o and�? f1 transforms R as follows:

(25) f1 : (s�o ) (s��) (o��) � (s��) (s�o ) (��o ) = 1 · �1 · �2 = 2.

f1 changes the value of R. GgHL does not contain f1 . What about r1 = (s�o ),
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which changes s to�,�to o , and o to s? r1 transforms R as follows:

(26) r1 : (s�o ) (s��) (o��) � (��s) (��o ) (s�o ) = �1·�2·�1 =�2.

r1 does not change the value of R. GgHL might contain r1 . However, we must

consider all possible Rs. If there is an R whose value is altered by r1 , then

GgHL does not contain r1 . In fact, r1 alters the values of the following Rs:

(27) s = 0, o = 1,�=�1.

Therefore, GgHL does not contain r1 . Only I preserves symmetry (the values

remain the same). If CHL were solving this type of a cubic equation, it would

produce only <SOV> languages. This might be true diachronically, but not

synchronically. The ancient CHL might have been solving a cubic equation

where factorization is possible and the roots are like rational numbers.

A .5 .2 If s is in QQ, and {o, �} are not in QQ …

Suppose that CHL is solving an EHL with a structure that is similar to that of

the following equation:

(28) x3 + 3 x2 + x = 0.

By factorization, we obtain

(29) x (x2 + 3 x + 1) = 0.

The three roots are one rational number and two irrational numbers:
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(30) x =�, �3 +��� , �3��� .�

The calculated cost of (28) must be higher than that of (20). Given the three

roots {a , b , c}, where a = 0, the Gg of (28) contains the identity permutation

I and the permutation (bc), which switches the two irrational roots, b and c.70

Elementary algebra tells us the following. Let us stipulate that the three roots

are s , o , and�:

(31) s = 0, o = �3 +��� ,�= �3��� .�

Since s is rational, the GgHL contains the identity operation I (= r0 ) and f1

= (o�), which switches o and�. I produces Δ as follows:

(32) Δ = (s�o ) (s��) (o��) = R.

f1 produces Δ as follows:

(33) Δ = (s��) (s�o ) (��o ) =�(s�o ) (s��) (o��) =�R.

I and f1 produce difference products that have distinct values (the plus sym-

bol in +R changes to a minus in �R). The Δs being irrational numbers, GgHL

contains a permutation that changes the value of R.71 Therefore, the GgHL must

contain f1 . I corresponds to LCA mapping the c�command relation S�O�V

to the linear order <SOV> (48.5% of languages), and f1 corresponds to LCA

mapping S�V�O to <SVO> (38.7% of languages). The present CHL is very

close to solving this type of cubic equation.72
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A .5 .3 If EHL were a Genuine Cubic Equation with the Three Roots

not in QQ …

Suppose that CHL is similar to the following:

(34) x3�3 x + 1 = 0.

As this is a real cubic equation, factorization is not possible. The calculation

cost must be the highest. Elementary algebra tells us the following. Let us

postulate that the three roots are s , o , and�. The difference product Δ is

(35) Δ = � (s�o ) (s��) (o��).

Given a cubic equation in the more general form: x 3 + px + q = 0, the coeffi-

cients are p =�3 and q = 1. The formula yields Δ = � 9.73 The values of Δ

are rational numbers. By (10b), GgHL must not change the value of Δ. Among

the six permutations, three flips, namely f1 = (o�), f2 = (so ), and f3 = (s�),

change the value of Δ. Therefore, GgHL excludes f1 , f2 , and f3 .74 This leaves

us with I , r1 = (s�o), and r2 = (so�). I , r1 , and r2 are recurring permutations

(rotations) in which all three members are affected. Calculating, we see that

I , r1 , and r2 do not change the value of R.75 Therefore, GgHL contains these

rotations. However, we do not yet know whether all or only some of them

constitute GgHL. Let us use one root, s, as one of the simplest possible examples

of R. We consider the fact that the value of s is an irrational number. GgHL

must contain a permutation that changes the value of s . First, consider I . By

applying I to s , the value of R remains the same (s). By applying r1 = (s�o )

to s , the value of R changes from s to�. By applying r2 = (s�o) to s, the value

of R changes from s to o . Therefore, GgHL contains r1 and r2 . Provided that
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GgHL is closed under multiplication, GgHL must contain I as well because r1 2 =

r2 and r1 3 = I and hence, the GHL should select <SOV>, <VSO>, and <OVS>

as the major unmarked word orders. However, this contradicts the facts about

CHL. Therefore, the present CHL does not solve a real cubic equation, which

resists factorization and has three irrational number roots.

A .5 .4 If EHL is a Cubic Equation with G g that Includes All Six Permutations …

The Gg of the following equation includes all six permutations (Lieber 1932,

Nakamura 2011) :

(36) x3�2 = 0.

The Gg corresponding to (36) is as follows:76

(37) Gg = {<SOV>, <SVO>, <VSO>, <VOS>, <OVS>, <OSV>}

This Gg is the maximum of all Ggs of cubic equaitons. Given that the present

CHL permits all six unmarked word orders, the present CHL is solving an EHL

of this type. The initial state of the current CHL solves an EHL that is similar

to (36). When the parameter setting takes place under the <SOV> environ-

ment, the final state of CHL would be specialized to solve an EHL that is similar

to (20), x 3�x = 0, for which the Gg includes only <so�>. However, a puzzle

then remains as to why <SOV> and <SVO> emerge in almost the same per-

centage of languages and make up more than 80% of all the six possible un-

marked word orders.
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A .6 . Summary

Let us summarize the typology of the possible algebraic structures (Gg) of

EHL. I include a possible EHL for DP�internal word order (Section 4). Notes for

abbreviations in the table are as follows. The identity operation I : Do nothing

to <a>, <ab>, <abc>, <abcd>, <s>, <o>, <�>, <s�> (the base VP), <so�> (the

base vP), and <Dem, Num, A, N> (the base DP) = <abcd>, where a = Dem,

b = Num, c = A, d = N. #: order of equation. CHL1: Ancient CHL, CHL2: Current

CHL. *: unattested, �: attested. Rational field: a field that consists of rational

numbers; real field: a field that consists of real numbers.
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Mathematical Algebraic Structure Linguistic Algebraic Structure

# E Reduction Root Gg EHL Reduction Root GgHL CHL1 CHL2

1 x�p=0 p <p> x�s=0 s <s> * *

x�o=0 o <o> * *

x�v=0 � <v> * *

2 x2+3 x+1

=0

a

b

<ab>

<ba>

rational

field

x2+px+q=

0

s
�

<sv>

<vs>

rational

field

?

�

<ab>

real field

<sv>

real field

? *

x2+3 x�4

=0

(x+4)(x�1)

=0

a=�4

b=1

<ab> x2�(s+v)x

+sv=0

(x�s)(x�v)

=0

s
�

<sv> ? *

3 x3�x=0 x(x�1)(x+

1)=0

a=0

b=1

c=�1

<abc> x3�(o+v)

x2+ovx=0

x(x�o)(x�

v)=0

s =0
o
�

<sov> � *

x3+3 x2+x

=0

x(x2+3 x+

1)=0

a=0

b

c

<abc>

<acb>

x3+px2+qx

=0

x(x2+px+

q)=0

s =0
o
�

<sov>

<svo>

* �

86%

?
x3�3 x+1

=0

a

b

c

<abc>

<cab>

<bca>

x3+px+q=

0

s
o
�

<sov>

<vso>

<ovs>

* *

x3�2=0 a

b

c

<abc>

<acb>

<cab>

<cba>

<bca>

<bac>

x3+p=0 s
o
�

<sov>

<svo>

<vso>

<vos>

<ovs>

<osv>

* �

4 x4�4 x2�5

=0

(x2+1)(x2�

5)=0

a=i

b=�i

c=�5

d=��5

<abcd>

<bacd>

<abdc>

<badc>

x4+px2+q

=0

(x2+r)(x2+t)

=0

a

b

c

d

<abcd>

<bacd>

<abdc>

<badc>

?

*

?

a

b

c

d

<abcd>

<dcba>

<abdc>

<adcb>

?

a

b

c

d

<abcd>

<dcba>

<abdc>

<adcb>

?

�

Table 1 : Typology of E and EHL
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The (x3 + 3 x2 + x = 0)�as�similar�to�EHL hypothesis can explain the fundamen-

tal asymmetry of unmarked word orders (<SOV> (an average of about 45%)

and <SVO> (an average of about 37%) ), whereas it fails to explain all six per-

mutations are available for CHL. On the other hand, the (x3�2 = 0)�as�similar�

to�EHL hypothesis can explain the fact that all six permutations are available

for CHL, whereas it fails to explain the fundamental asymmetry. The current

CHL must be solving EHL that is similar both to (x3 + 3 x2 + x = 0) and to

(x3�2 = 0). What is it? Appendix is summarized as follows.

(38) a. Unlike the current CHL, the ancient CHL might have been solving an

EHL such as (x�s) (x�o ) (x��) = x 3�(s + o +�) x 2 + (so + o�+�s)

x�so�= 0 (in which factorization is possible and the roots are ra-

tional), which produces <so�> only.

b. EHL cannot be a linear equation.

c. The present CHL does not solve a quadratic equation in which factori-

zation is possible and the roots are rational numbers.

d. The present CHL solves a quadratic equation in which factorization

is impossible and the roots are irrational numbers.

e. The present CHL uses the real number field for s and�, whereas ra-

tional number field for o and�. This is the reason why <SV> (79.7%)

outnumbers <VS> (13%), while the ratios for <OV> (46.9%) and <VO>

(46.4%) are almost the same.

f. Unlike the current CHL, the ancient CHL might have been solving a

cubic equation where factorization is possible and the roots are ra-

tional numbers.

g. The present CHL is close to solving a cubic equation that consists of

linear and quadratic equations (factorization is impossible and there

are two irrational roots). The GgHL of such an EHL includes I and f1
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= (�o ), which explains the facts that 48.5% of languages are <SOV>

and 38.7% of languages are <SVO>.

h. The factorized EHL structure consisting of simple and quadratic

parts expresses the algebraic structure of the base vP: EHL =

[vP x [VP (x 2 + px + q) ] = 0. The vP edge (the rational root) constitutes

s, and the quadratic equation part of the VP (the two irrational roots)

constitutes�and o .

i. The present CHL does not solve a real cubic equation that resists fac-

torization and has three irrational number roots.

j. The initial state of the current CHL solves an EHL that is similar to

x3�2 = 0, whose Gg includes all six permutations. If the parameter

setting occurs under an <SOV> environment, the final state of CHL

would be specialized to solve an EHL that is similar to x3�x = 0, for

which the Gg includes only <SOV>. However, the puzzle then remains

as to why <SOV> and <SVO> emerge in almost the same percent-

age of languages and make up more than 80% of all the six possible

unmarked word orders.
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Notes

I would like to thank Makoto Toma (mathematics, St. Andrew�s University) for

his valuable comments and suggestions. Without his constructive criticism regarding

my amateurish mathematics, I could not have realized this article. Further, I thank

Piattelli�Palmarini Massimo (physics and biology of language, University of Arizona)

for allowing me to join his class on biolinguistics at MIT in 2003, which marked the

beginning of this project. I would also like to thank Lyle Jenkins (Biolinguistics Institute,

Boston, USA) for the insightful lecture on human language and Galois theory in Mas-

simo�s class and for taking the time to listen to my idea in an on�campus café. I submit-

ted a paper on related topics to Biolinguistics in November 2011, and after one revision

and a year�long reviewing process, the paper was finally rejected (as of October 31,

2012). I would like to thank the editor Kleanthes K. Grohmann and the two anonymous

reviewers (a computer scientist and a group theorist) for their constructive criticism

and suggestions. I am grateful to Lyle who still encourages me to continue this project.

All remaining errors are my own.

1 I thank an anonymous reviewer (a group theorist) who expressed concern that

my approach may be too simple, immature, groundless, and without promise, and

that my research has a long way to go even if it should turn out to be tenable.

The reviewer pointed out several fatal faults. First, S3 and S4 are too simple to

say anything about general patterns. Second, since one can superficially analyze

any permutation phenomenon by means of the group theory, there is no substance

to the argument that CHL works group theoretically. The reviewer advised me

to write this speculative paper without claiming to present any scientific findings,

at least raise a set of good questions. I hope that this version manages to do that.

Given this honest criticism by a pure mathematician, as a biolinguist and a mathe-

matical amateur, I might be offering a groundless metaphor even from the view-

point of applied mathematics.

2 Merge has at least four characteristics: binarity, asymmetric labeling, structural

preservation (�extension� and �no�tampering� conditions), unboundedness, and flexi-

bility (long�distance dependency) (Longa et al. 2011: 599). I propose that G axioms

derive these properties. The closure axiom derives the unboundedness. Suppose

that terms are like NN (natural numbers) and merge is like addition. Addition is

closed over NN, which is discrete and infinite. Merge is closed over terms, which
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is discrete and infinite. The associativity axiom derives binarity (two at a time),

asymmetric labeling (no double�headedness), and structural preservation (no tam-

pering over two elements that are already computed). The inverse (reversibility)

axiom derives flexibility. Copy a term, and remerge the copy. The moved copy

is free to lower (reconstruct) to the long�distant original position. Boeckx (2009:

48) proposes Merge = {X, Y} + Copy, where {X, Y} is set formation and Copy brings

labeling, which gives endocentricity. Chomsky, on the other hand, proposesMerge

= {X, Y}. Merge cannot be decomposed. For Chomsky, what matters is unbounded

Merge (ibid. 52). Note that basic operations of linear algebra include Copy. Suppose
�and�are vectors. In vector addition, you place the start of the copy of�at the

end of�. In scalar multiplication, you copy�in 2�=���. See Strang (2003: 1�

3).

3 I thank an anonymous reviewer (a group theorist) for urging me to distinguish

two separate issues: (a) the explanation of the permutation group of {S, V, O} and

(b) a proof that a set of structural relations inherently has the property of mathe-

matical groups. This section concerns issue (b). I examine issue (a) in Sections 2

and Appendix.

4 Yuki (2012: 76). Or, a�b = c, where�is an operation and a, b, and c are arbitrary

members of G.

5 The c�command relation plays an important role in CHL (Uriagereka 2012: 121).

6 See Chomsky (1995: 339) for the intuition that c�command expresses a balance

between connection and disconnection among the terms in a tree.

7 This is internal Merge {X, Y}, where X is part of Y. More basically, in external

Merge, X is external to Y. External Merge selects building blocks from the lexi-

con (outside of the structure�building space), whereas internal Merge selects

blocks from inside the existing structure. Since internal Merge (Move) = external

Merge + Copy + Remerge , external Merge is more cost�effective than internal

Merge (Move) (this is the Merge�over�Move hypothesis).

8 An anonymous reviewer raised a question about what happens with VP�fronting,

as in

(i) [VP Love Mary]1, John did t1.

The reviewer pointed out that in (i), not all terms stand in c�command relation

and hence this common example lies outside the bounds of my system. The fact

is that the VP as a whole merges with the CP. I propose that CHL treats the fronted
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(i)

VP as O and the example exhibits the derived order [OSV]. Merge operation cop-

ies the original VP (= O) and the copy remerges with the CP. CHL does not see

the internal structure of the VP after the VP�fronting. Alternatively, assuming

Uriagereka�s Multiple�Spell�Out (MSO) hypothesis, we can say that the VP, being

an adjunct, undergoes spell�out before the entire CP does, and that everything

inside the first�spelled�out VP precedes the second�spelled�out CP. In that every

resulting term is related by the c�command relation. I thank the reviewer for

pointing out this possible problem.

9 CHL motivates the base vP. I thank an anonymous reviewer for clarification.

10 I thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing out this crucial question. In an ear-

lier draft, I adopted the view that O moves to vP Spec for feature checking. The

reviewer pointed out that such a vP competes in cost with the one in which V

moves to v, that is, both structures have one internal merge. The reviewer�s ob-

servation has improved the structure of the base vP; it is constructed by an exter-

nal merge alone, which yields the simplest possible architecture for S, O, and V.

Gell�Mann and Ruhlen�s (2011) proposal supports the analysis. Scrutinizing

known word order change, Gell�Mann and Ruhlen proposed �natural drift,� as in

(i), which explains evolution of word order. The heavy lines indicate �the most fre-

quent changes caused by natural drift without diffusion� and the other lines �other

possbile changes.�

No language retruns to SOV.The nonreversibility obeys the entropy law.Pereltsvaig

(2011) introduces Talmy Givon�s study that a human infant acquires his or her

mother tongue as SOV at the initial state of CHL (the ontology of CHL). For phylogeny,

the third factor (geometrically lowest cost) determines the unmarked word order

<SOV>. But for ontogeny, capitalizing on Yang (2002: 72), the learner can reliably

associate an irregular order (OSV, VOS, OVS) with its matching irregular rule,

and reliably apply the rule over the default <SOV>. The existence of irregular

unmarked word orders parallels that of irregular verbs. These studies support
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the view that SOV is the base pattern. Pereltsvaig (2011) also contains a critical

review of Gell�Mann and Ruhlen (2011).

11 There is much evidence which indicates that V merges with O. V selects O (e. g.,

the V say selects a that clause as O but the V kill does not), V forms idioms with

O (e.g., Kick the bucket), a transitive verbal noun NV produces a compound word

with O (e.g., manslaughter), and sequential voicing occurs between V and O (e.g.,

compound words in Japanese). The head parameter is defined with respect to the

complement (O) but not the specifier (S) (Uriagereka 2012: 13�14).

12 See Barrie (2006: 99�100) for this solution, which avoids the initial�merge problem

(or the �bottom of the phrase�marker� linearization problem; Uriagereka 2012:

141, fn.23; citing Chomsky 1995, Chap. 4). In fact, the structure�building space is

empty (ø) before V enters. ��take only one thing, call it �zero,� and you merge it;

you get the set containing zero. You do it again, and you get the set containing

the set containing zero; that�s the seccessor function.� (Chomsky and McGilvray

2012: 15) �The empty set is not �nothing� ; nor does it fail to exist. It is just as much

in existence as any other set. It is its members that do not exist. It must not be

confused with the number 0: for 0 is a number, whereas ø is a set.� (Stewart 1975:

48) ��the empty set ø is a subset of any set you care to name�by another piece

of vacuous reasoning. If it were not a subset of a given set S, then there would

have to be some element of ø which was not an element of S. In particular there

would have to be an element of ø. Since ø has no elements this is impossible.� (ibid.

49)

13 An intermediate projection such as V� is used for expository purposes.

14 The base vP is consistent with the MSO hypothesis (which states that there is

more than one point when a structure with sound features attached is sent to the

PF (sound interface) (Uriagereka 2012: 113, fn.33). According to MSO, a domain,

such as S, that is moved to TP Spec and spelled out independently becomes opaque

to subextraction. O in the base vP remains in situ and is not spelled out independ-

ently, and hence, no island effect is detected for O. Uriagereka cites Jurka (2010),

who maintains that Kayne�s (1994) hypothesis that <SVO> derives <SOV> is du-

bious because it incorrectly predicts that the moved O should exhibit the island

effect. My base�vP (base�SOV) hypothesis rejects Kayne�s (1994) base�SVO hy-

pothesis. See also Fukui and Takano (1998) for the base�SOV hypothesis. See

Arikawa (2012 a) for calculation of complexity level of island.
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15 CHL is a virus�checking system (Piattelli�Palmarini and Uriagereka 2004).

16 The original definition of LCA is as follows (Kayne 1994: 6). Given that d (X) = the

set of terminals T that X dominates and A = the set of ordered pairs <Xj , Yj>

such that for each j, Xj asymmetrically c�commands Yj , where X asymmetrically

c�commands Y iff X c�commands Y and Y does not c�command X, LCA is defined

as follows: LCA = def. d (A) is a linear ordering of T.
The mirror image of LCA is Mirror LCA (MLCA) (Uriagereka 2012: 56).

MLCA states that �when x asymmetrically c�commands y, x follows y.� I propose

that LCA generally applies to phrases (VP, vP, TP, and CP), while MLCA gener-

ally applies to heads (C, T, v, and V; head movement is dispensed with). A typical

exception is Malagasy (Austronesian family of languages), in which LCA applies

to heads (e.g., T�v�Vmapps to <TvV>), and MLCA applies to phrases (S�O�V

mapps to <VOS>, MLCA applying to the base vP). See Section 4 and Appendix

A for concrete applications of MLCA. CHL employs both LCA and MLCA.

17 These are external merges. Note that the initial merge problem does not arise

here because merging of x and φ always yields x . Focusing on the final label, in-

ternal merge and tucking in (Lebeaux 1988, Richards 1997) also satisfy the associa-

tive law. Take the left�hand structure in Figure 7. Remerging x with z followed

by tucking y in under the remerged x results in z. Remerging y with z followed

by tucking x in under the remerged y results in z. The equation (x�z)�y =

x� (z�y) holds. In an earlier draft, I assumed the tucking�in operation and that

O moves to vP. Take the following structure.

(i) [vP v [VP V O]]

Remerging O with vP followed by externally merging S (S�(vP�O)) results in

the syntactic relation S�O�V. Remerging S with vP followed by tucking O in

under S ((S�vP)�O) results in the relation S�O�V. The equation S�(vP�O)

= (S�vP)�O holds. However, I now reject my previous analysis because it wrongly

predicts that the object NP would become an island, given the MSO hypothesis.

I thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing out a potential problem with my pre-

vious analysis.

A puzzle remains, however. CHL obeys the associative law with respect to

the syntactic property of asymmetric projection or labeling, as in (i�b). CHL seems

to disobey the associative law with respect to the semantic property (meaning),

as in (i�a).
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(i) a. (old�English)�teachers�old�(English�teachers)

b. (A�A)�N = A�(A�N) = N

This study focuses on the syntactic linguisitc group.

This issue relates to a problem that was raised by an anonymous reviewer,

namely, external merge violates the associative law because the resulting struc-

tures are simply distinct (what merges to what is different). However, provided

that a merge operation is inherently asymmetrical in that double headedness is

avoided and that what matters is the label of the entire structure, the resulting

structures are identical. A puzzle remains about why the associative law is vio-

lated in the semantics. I thank the reviewer for helping to clarify the issue.

18 Besides syntactic relation, there are at least four other candidates that constitute

G and G�like structures (Abelian G and Monoid). Abelian G is named after Niels

Henrik Abel, a Norwegian mathematician (1802�1829). Abelian G (commutative

G; stronger G) is a G�like structure with closure, identity, inverse, associativity,

and commutativity (a�b = b�a). Monoid (weaker G) is a G�like structure with

closure, identity, and associativity, but without inverse.

(i) Syntactic operations: G

a. Merge1�Merge2 = Merge1�2. (Merge is a closed operation.)

b. Copy is the identity (do�nothing) operation. It does not build a tree.

c. Reconstruction and Delete are the inverse operations.

d. Given three Merges, any two Merges can precede and the final output

is a merged structure.

(ii) Categories (CAT) under Merge (Boeckx 2009: 47) :

a. CAT1�CAT2 = CAT1�2.

b. N is the identity element. (N � X = X, where X is a head (V, v, T,

C).

c. Nominalizers (�er/�tion/�ing) are the inverse element of V: V + Nomi-

nalizer = N.

Complementizer Comp that is the inverse element of TP: that + TP =

N.

d. (CAT1�CAT2)�CAT3 = CAT1�(CAT2�CAT3).

(iii) Terms under Merge: Monoid

a. Term1�Term2 = Term1 + 2 . (Terms are closed under Merge.)

b. φ is the identity term.
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(i)

c. No inverse term. There is no term which merges with a term to form

φ.

d. Given three terms and no double�headedness, a merge of any two

terms yields the same term.

(iv) Formal features (FF) under Agree: Abelian G

a. FF1 (probe)�FF2 (goal) = φ. (FFs are closed under Agree. )

b. φ is the identity FF.

c. FF1 (probe) agrees with FF2 (goal) and they become φ. FF1 is the inverse

element for FF2 and vice versa.

d. Given three FFs (one probe FF1 and two goals, FF2 and FF3) and mul-

tiple Agree, Agree (FF1�FF2) and Agree (FF1�FF3) yield the same

result, namely, φ. (It satisfies Associative law.)

e. Given two FFs (a probe FF1 and the goal FF2), Agree (FF1�FF2) =

Agree (FF2�FF1). That is, FF1 agreeing with FF2 and FF2 agreeing

with FF1 yield the same result, namely, φ. (It satisfies Commutative

law.)

I concentrate on syntactic relation as G underMerge because it is more consistent

with the discussion on the symmetrical transformation of equilateral trian-

gle. Chomsky (2009: 32�33) contains discussion (Chomsky, Piattelli�Palmarini, Hig-

ginbotham) about relationship among CHL, φ , number system, and semigroup.

Semigroup satisfies closure and associativity, and it lacks identity, inverse element,

and φ .

19 In the highest T position, V adjoins to v and [v v [V V]] adjoins to T, as in the fol-

lowing:

The active terms are T1, v1, V, and the two�segment categories [T T2, T1] and

[v v2, v1]. T2and v2 are inactive and have no role. Assuming the exclusion version

of c�command (Kayne 1994) and that a two�segment category dominates the lower

segment (Chomsky 1995: 339) (putting aside slight misgivings about self�domina-
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tion), V asymmetrically c�commands the two�segment category [v v2, v1], which

asymmetrically c�commands the two segment�category [T T2, T1]. LCA produces

the universal <VvT> linear order. See Chomsky (1995: 338�340) for the relevant

discussion, and Arikawa (2011) for the flexible c�command, which subsumes Chom-

sky�s insight regarding the various levels of disconnection.

Alternatively, and in fact, I adopt this line of thought that, if we assumeMLCA

(Uriagereka 2012), we can eliminate all the technologies related to headmovement:

adjunction, two�segment category, exclusion version of c�command, etc. All we

need is c�command. That is, quite simply, without head movement, T asymmet-

rically c�commands v and v asymmetrically c�commands V and MLCA produces

the universal <VvT> linear order. MLCA simplifies the model of the structure

�order mapping. The geometrical cost approach is consistent with MLCA: the

base vP is cheaper than TP, which has an additional external merge of T and sub-

ject movement, and TP is cheaper than CP, which has an additional externalmerge

of C.

20 Regarding the rare unmarked orders <OVS> (0.7%) and <OSV> (0.5%), theymight

be outrageous enough to violate one of the most rigorous laws such as Relativised

Minimality (RM) (Rizzi 1990). Without applying MLCA, <OVS> and <OSV> dem-

onstrate O skipping S, which is usually prohibited by RM.

21 <SOV> with overt agreement corresponds to a 360�rotation (an expensive I ).

<SOV/SVO> mixed order rates 43.3% (29 out of 67). Concerning relative clauses

(RC) and their heads (H), the order <H, RC> occurs in 70.3% of languages, <RC, H>

in 17.1%, and mixed order in 7.8% (Dryer and Martin 2011).

22 See Dryer and Martin (2011) for extensive data.

23 Other language�family examples of SOV/SVOmix include Chibchan, Niger�Congo,

Papuan, and Uralic (Dryer and Martin 2011).

24 If Russian is <SVO>, it is a counterexample since the language has scrambling.

If Russian is <SOV>, as Pereltsvaig (2011) reports so in speech, it is consistent

with the hypothesis.

25 Welsh word order is relatively fixed (Suzuki 2002).

26 Dem = demonstrative, Num = number, A = adjective, N = noun. See Cinque (2005:

319�320) for a detailed literature study and typological sources. This first DPword

order is the most common and is found in the Afro�Asiatic, Altaic, Caucasian, Indo�

European, and Uralic language families (see Cinque 2005: 319; fn.7 for sources).
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Cinque states that the statistics (very many, many, few, very few, and *) indicates

�whether the order is attested or unattested� and it is based on various �typologi-

cal (or other) sources available in the literature on the order of N, demonstrative,

numeral, and adjective (that I have been able to find)� (ibid. 318). I assume that

Cinque deals with unmarked word orders in nominal expressions.

27 This order is found in Cambodian, Javanese, Karen, Khmu, Palaung, Shan, Thai,

Enga, Dagaare, Ewe, Gungbe, Labu and Ponapean, Mao Naga, Selepet, Yoruba,

West Greenlandic, Amele, Igbo, Kusaeian, Manam, Fa d�Ambu, Nubi, Kugu

Nganhcara, Cabécar, Kunama, and Mãori (see Cinque 2005: 320; fn.19 for sources).

28 Cinque notes that this order seems common in Europe, citing Rijkhoff (1998: 357).

Example languages outside Europe include Yao, Burushaski, Guaraní, Abkhaz,

Farsi, Kiowa, Mam, Cape Verdean, Mauritian, Seychelles Creoles, Kristang, Kriyol,

and Tok Pisin (Cinque 2005: 319; fn.8 for sources).

29 This order is found in Kabardia, Warao, Burmese, Lolo, Maru, Rawang, Ladakhi,

GambianMandinka, Cuna, Kaki Ae, and Pech (see Cinque2005: 320; fn.14for sources).

30 Cinque (2005: 318) derives the four major unmarked nominal word orders by inter-

nal merge. The solution has problems. First, it is not clear what motivates the in-

ternal merge. Second, the advocated internal merge produces �few� and �very few�

as well as �many� and �very many� orders at the same time. See Boeckx et al (2009:

218�220) and Chomsky (2009: 402) for relevant discussion.

31 In an earlier draft, I used the polygon square, which has only eight isometries (four

rotations and four flips)�far fewer symmetrical points than are needed for 24 lin-

ear orders. I ended up dreaming about acrobatic transformations that are far out-

side the Galois group theory. I thank an anonymous reviewer who showed me

a detailed (14 � 14) multiplication table for symmetry and other transformations

to persuade me that what I was doing was pure nonsense and that I was certainly

on the wrong track using the regular square for the problem in the first place.

32 This order is found in languages such as Sampur, Camus, and Masai (see Cinque

2005: 318; fn.9 for sources). The fact that this order is not assigned * (unattested;

none) indicates that CHL that is set for these languages has a way to avoid cost

break down. The low probability parallels with those as 0.7% for <OVS> and 0.5%

for <OSV>.

33 This order is found in languages such as Newari, Dulong, Tamang, Sinhala, and

Shipibo�Konibo (see Cinque 2005: 320; fn.13 for sources).
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34 This order is found in Koiari, Bai, and Zande (see Cinque 2005: 319; fn.11 for sources).

35 The unmarked word order <VOS> is found in Austronesian languages such as

Malagasy, Batak, and Seediq, NativeAmerican, and Chibchan languages. See Dryer

and Martin (2011) for more samples.

36 This order is found in Pitjantjatjara (see Cinque 2005: 323; fn.27 for the source).

37 This order is found in languages such as Mon�Khmer languages, Basque, Celtic,

Easter Island, Hebrew, Hmong, Indonesian, Jacaltec, Rapanui, Wolof, creoles, and

Watjarri (Australian language) (see Cinque 2005: 320; fn.16 for sources).

38 This order is found in languages such as Sango, Gude (?), and Zande (?) (see Cinque

2005: 320; fn.18 for sources).

39 This order is found in languages such as Lalo, Lisu, Akha, Qiang, Aghem, Port

Sandwich, Koiari, Lingala, Babungo, and Woleaian (?) (see Cinque 2005: 319; fn.12

for sources).

40 This order is found in Berbice Dutch Creole, Sranan (creole), Bislama (creole),

Xârâcùù, Laai, Puluwatese, Polish, and Russian (see Cinque 2005: 320; fn.15 for

sources).

41 This order is found in Kikuyu, Turkana, Rendille, Noni, Nkore�Kiga, Abu�, Arbore,

Bai, Moro, and Romanian (see Cinque 2005: 319; fn.10 for sources).

42 This order is found in Gabra, Logoli, Luo, Lango, Kele, Buma, and Manam (see

Cinque 2005: 320; fn.17 for sources).

43 A necessary condition (q ) and a sufficient condition (p ) stand in the relation: if p ,

then q (p�q ). In a sense, q looks for a premise given some conclusion, and p pro-

poses a stronger restriction in order to obtain the desirable result. The premise

q here is Galois�theoretic cost�effectiveness and the stronger restriction p con-

cerns linguistic facts. In other words, if a transformation T is linguistically cost�

effective, then T is also Galois�theoretically cost�effective, but the reverse does

not hold.

44 Let Dem , Num , A , and N be α, β, γ, and δ, respectively. Then CHL must be solving

a quartic EHL (human language equation) that has a Galois group Gg as follows.

See Appendix for relevant discussions.
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(i) a� b� c� d�

(v) a� b� c� d�

� (Very many) � (None) � (Many) � (None)

What is the EHL with the Gg that has these permutations? Clearly, the EHL cannot

be similar to the following biquadratic equation that I borrow from Stewart (2004) :

(ii) f (x) = x4�4 x2�5 = 0,

which is factored as

(iii) (x2 + 1) (x2�5) = 0,

whose roots are

(iv) α = i , β =�i , γ = �5 , δ =��5 .

The Gg of this biquadratic equation consists of the following, given the facts of

CHL:

Although the Gg of the biquadratic equation in (ii) partially captures half of the

fact: �<Dem, Num, A, N> = very many,�<Dem, Num, N, A> = many, it incor-

rectly includes two linear orders (�, �), which are not produced by CHL. There-

fore, CHL must be solving a quartic equation EHL that is more complex than a sim-

ple biquadratic equation.

45 Wallace�s (1889: 467) statement is cited in Chomsky (2005: 16; 2007: 7; 2010: 53).

�The significance of such phenomena, however, is far from clear.� (Chomsky 2009:

26, 33). See Chomsky&McGilvray (2012: 16) for relevant discussion, in which Chom-

sky argues against Butterworth (2000), which argues against Chomsky�s hypothe-

sis that mathematical capacity is derived from language.

46 Chomsky has stricter view than Kronecker in that CHL is the origin of nutural num-

bers, not integers. According to Chomsky (2005: 17), the �most restrictive case

of Merge applies to a single object, forming a singleton set. Restriction to this case

yields the successor function, fromwhich the rest of the theory of natural numbers
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(iii)

can be developed in familiar ways.�

47 This is a huge �if.� An anonymous reviewer (a group theorist) asks: Could solving

algebraic equations be such a fundamental logical operation as to explain whatever

symmetry that is found in human brain? The reviewer is inclined to answer no .

48 As a mathematical amateur, I rely on Nakamura (2010: 91�104), a book that was

written for the general public, for an introduction to the Galois theory. To view

a sentence as an equation is not so outlandish in the generative syntax study.

Ross (1967) initiated the study of constraints on variables in syntax, which has

revealed that a wh�trace (variable x, or wh�phrase under the copy theory of move-

ment) appears in structurally restricted positions. For example, consider the fol-

lowing sentence, which is less acceptable. The symbol t stands for a trace, which

is a bound variable that is bound by an operator. [�] is the embedded clause.

(i) ??What2 did you wonder [when Mary fixed t2]?

The intended logical meaning is the following.

(ii) What is x , x a thing, and when is y , y a time, such that you wondered

Mary fixed x at y?

Let us show the relevant structure before the movement of what. A structure is

built bottom�up. Q is the sentential head that attracts a wh�phrase.

The embedded�clause Qa has attracted when1. When Qb appears, the minimality

condition (Attract the closest . A physical law. Rizzi 1990) requires that Qb attract

the closest wh�phrase, i.e. when1. However, Qb attracted what2, which is a violation

of the minimalty condition. Hence, the less acceptability of (i). The sentence has

the following structure.

(iv) (what2 + Qb (when1 + Qa (x1 (x2)))) = 0

CHL fails to solve the equation: the equation has no solution for x2. Ross named the

underlined structure an island: a structure in which a variable cannot connect

with the operator. In this case, the variable x2 cannot connect with the operator
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what2. The generative syntacticians have studied structures of island formore than

six decades. See Arikawa (2012 a) for a method of calculating island complexity.

49 I thank an anonymous reviewer (a group theorist) for pointing out that it may

be meaningless to talk about the rationality of the roots s, o, and�. Mathematicians

have extended number system to solve new types of equations. Stewart (2004:

5�6) gives a good illustration. An equation as x + 2 = 7 can be solved in NN (natu-

ral numbers), x + 7 = 2 in ZZ (integers), 2 x = 7 in QQ (rationals), x2 = 2 in RR (real

numbers), and x2 =�1 in CC (complex numbers). The relationNN�ZZ�QQ�RR�CC holds.

A complex number in CC is expressed as a + bi, where a and b are real numbers

(b�0) and i is an imaginary number. I intentionally misread a question posed by

Stewart (2004: 21). �The question then arises: why stop at CC? Why not find an

equation that has no solutions over CC, and enlarge the number system still further

to provide a solution?� It may be that the roots s, o, and�are such enlarged num-

bers. However, this section does not dare to go that far. I try to show that s , o ,

and�stay in CC. But Stewart seems open�minded when he says that �The answer

is that no such equation exists, at least if we limit ourselves to polynomials.� The

language equation could be a new type of �polynomials� that needs a new type

of �numbers.� Again, I may be talking nonsense, as an anonymous reviewer (a

group theorist) keeps warning me.

50 The symbol� indicates equivalence; the left and right properties simultaneously

must or must not hold.

51 Here we are witnessing spontaneous symmetry forming (obeying the entropy law)

battling with spontaneous symmetry breaking (obeying the algebraic and econ-

omy principles). Note that the entropy law, algebraic principle, and economy prin-

ciple belong to Chomsky�s third factor. Several thousand years ago, the ancient

CHL was less symmetrical. In full compliance with algebraic and economy princi-

ples, the ancient CHL selected <SOV> as the sole unmarked word order. The cur-

rent CHL is more symmetrical; all six permutations have emerged, despite asym-

metrical distribution with a gradient according to the cost difference. If algebraic

and economy principles win the battle, the future CHL will again select <SOV>

as the sole unmarked order, as in the ancient languages. If the entropy law wins

the battle, the future CHL will become fully symmetrical; all six permutations will

appear, each with the ratio of 16.6% of the total languages.

52 I thank an anonymous reviewer (a group theorist) for pointing out that it may
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be meaningless to talk about rationality of s , o , and �. If a field expands, Gg will

shrink. If a field shrinks, Gg will expand (Lieber 1932, Nakamura 2010). The fact

that the Gg of CHL has expanded indicates that the field of CHL has shrunk. Then,

the property of s, o , and�in CHL have undergone a change in the following direc-

tion: CC (complex numbers) � RR (real numbers) � QQ (rational numbers) � ZZ (in-

tegers)� NN (natural numbers). GivenNN�ZZ�QQ�RR�CC, it follows that CHL contained

everything from the beginning. If so, the direction of this evolution is opposite to

the process by which mathematicians have expanded numbers.

53 I thank an anonymous reviewer (a group theoretician) for warning me that �of

course one is free to consider a hypothetical analogy between symmetry among

arbitrary objects and that among the roots of equations�which are elements of

fields, i.e., objects on which one can perform +,�, �, and �, e.g., numbers. But then

we need to ask whether this analogy could be meaningless, or even if it seems

meaningless, whether it shows any indication of a hidden structure of the objects

in question.� This fundamental question governs the fate of my entire project.

54 For example, a cubic equation such as x3�2 = 0 has a structure Gg that includes

all six permutations (Lieber 1932, Nakamura 2011, Kim 2011). The current CHL
must be solving an EHL that is similar to this cubic equation, which is the Delian

problem (doubling the cube), which is unsolvable by compass and straightedge

construction. The Egyptians, Greeks, and Indians knew about this problem thou-

sands of years ago.

55 Different polynomials as (s�o) (s�v) (o�v) or�(s�o) (s�v) (o�v) break the sym-

metry.

56 The number of possible permutations of Rubik�s Cube is 43,252,003,274,489,856,000.

If one does one permutation in one second, it would take more than one trillion

years. If one started the permutation right after the Big Ban about 13.7 billion

years ago, he or she is still working on it now (Kim 2011: 133).

57 An expert does it in less than 10 seconds.

58 Therefore, Jenkins (2000: 164) is right when he says ��word order types would

be the (asymmetric) stable solutions of the symmetric still�to�be�discovered �equa-

tions� governing word order distribution.�

59 In a linear matrix equation Ax = b , when b is given, how do we get x? This is

an inverse problem. We multiply the inverse element of A , which is A�1, to both

sides of the equation. We get A�1 · Ax = A�1 · b. Since A�1 · A = I , x = A�1 · b (Strang
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2003). Therefore, a typical solution of an equation is a direct (well�posed/condi-

tioned) problem, where input (an equation or a model) is given and output (roots

or data) is unknown. Inverse (ill�posed/conditioned) problems, where output (data)

is given and input (model) is unknown, are well�studied mathematical problems.

60 We may not be able to solve it (it may be just too hard for Homo sapiens). Or, the

problem is posed incorrectly, as an anonymous reviewer (a group theorist) warns

me.

61 Consider a simpler case. The formula for solving a quadratic equation x2 + px + q

= 0 is

(i) x = �p � �p
��4 q

�

Given the two roots, a and b, the formula expresses the mean between the elemen-

tary symmetrical polynomial (a + b ) and the elementary difference product

� (a�b ) (Nakamura 2010: 36). The reasoning is as follows. Since the two roots

are a and b , we have (x�a) (x�b) = 0. Factorizing, we get x2�(a + b) x + ab = 0.

Thus, a + b =�p , and ab = q . The formula in (i) is expressed with a and b as fol-

lows:

(ii) x = �p � �p
��4 q

� = (a + b ) � �(a + b )
2�4 ab

�

= (a + b ) � �(a�b )
2

� =
(a + b ) � (a�b )

�

Assume a>b . The true character of �p 2�4 q is the elementary difference prod-

uct a�b . Similarly, when we have a quadratic EHL x2 + px + q = 0 with the two

roots s and�, the identity of the formula for the EHL is

(iii) x = (s +
�) � (s��)
�

Assume s>�. If the field consists of rational numbers (s and�are rational num-

bers), the Gg of the quadratic EHL includes <s�> and <�s>, and <s�> and <�s>

are the two unmarked word orders that the current CHL demonstrates. Crucially,

the EHL version of the numerator of the second equation in (ii)

(s +�) ��(s +�)2�4 s�, is a symmetrical polynomial that is not affected by switch-

ing s and �. The symmetry of the two unmarked word orders <s�> and <�s>

expresses the symmetry of the formula for the EHL.

62 I speculate that the initial state of the current CHL in a human infant solves an
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EHL similar to x3�2 = 0, which is irreducible (nonfactorizable) if the field consists

of rational numbers. In the initial state, the current CHL is free to choose any per-

mutation as the unmarked word order (a human infant can acquire any permuta-

tion as the unmarked word order) ; this is a linguistic fact. In the course of parame-

ter setting (mother�tongue acquisition), the current CHL narrows the field to solve

a particular equation that has a particular permutation as the Gg. For example,

the current CHL that is exposed to an <SOV> environment develops in a specific

way to solve an EHL similar to the cubic equation (9), by which a higher degree

of symmetry (the scrambling phenomenon) emerges. It follows that there are six

distinct final states of the current CHL, which solves six distinct types of EHL with

six distinct types of Gg, each of which consists of a particular single member (un-

marked word order). However, this ignores the probability variance: <SOV> and

<SVO> emerge in almost the same ratio of languages and togethermake upmore

than 80% of all languages that have been studied. Concerning the phylogeny of

the CHL of homosapiens as a species, the initial state of the ancient CHL was solving

an EHL such as (9) with a less symmetrical Gg, whereas that of the current CHL solves

an EHL similar to x3�2 = 0 with a more symmetrical Gg. The entropy law explains

the symmetry formation.

63 We focus on idealized intransitive and transitive verbs other than ellipses.

64 I thank an anonymous reviewer (a group theorist) for teaching me the essence

of groups as follows. The Galois groups of equations do not necessarily dictate

which type of numbers we work on. An equation can be defined over any number

field, indeed over any field (not necessarily consisting of numbers), and in most

cases, it is easy to cook up examples of equations that have a given subgroup as

their Galois groups. Therefore, the types of subgroups do not have their own in-

herent Galois�theoretical (much less number�theoretical) meanings�they are just

groups and nothing more. It follows that the section titles in A.4.1 and A.5.1 have

expository purposes only and do not reflect any fundamental classification.

65 The reasoning is as follows. By factorization, we obtain

(i) x2 + 3 x�4 = (x + 4) (x�1) = 0.

The roots are�4 and 1: x =�4, 1. Given that the relevant EHL with the roots {s,�}

is

(ii) (x�s) (x��) = x2�(s +�) x + s�= 0,

the two real number roots are x =�4 (= s), 1 (=�). More generally, we have
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(iii) x2 + px + q = 0.

Given that p =�(s +�), q = s�, the equation yields

(iv) p =�(s +�) =�(�4 + 1) = 3

q =�4 � 1 =�4.

This is what we expect from the relationship between roots and coefficients. Let

us consider the difference product, Δ, a possible rational expression R. Consider

the discriminant D:

(v) D = Δ2 = (s��)2 = (s +�)2�4 s�= (�p )2�4 q = p 2�4 q

= (3)2�4 · (�4) = 25.

Therefore, we obtain Δ = � 5. Because the values of R (s��) are rational numbers,

Gg cannot contain a permutation that changes the value of R. Therefore, Gg must

consist of I alone.

66 K = (s�) indicates that K is a permutation that switches s and�.

67 The examples are from Kamei at al. (1989: 584). Among 1498 languages, <SV>

accounts for 79.7%, <VS> accounts for 13.0%, and the remaining 7.3% are languages

with no dominant order. The Galois group does not distinguish <s�> and <�s>,

but in actual calculation, it is economical for CHL to find a simpler root. The root

s may be computationally simpler than the root�. There is no corresponding dif-

ference between O and V; <OV> accounts for 46.9% of the languages and <VO>

accounts for 46.4%, while the remaining 6.6% have no dominant order (Dryer and

Martin 2011).

68 The reasoning is as follows. A more general equation is

(i) x2 + px + q = 0.

If EHL had two roots s and�, we would have (x�s) (x��) = 0. By expansion, we

obtain

(ii) x2�(s +�) x + s�= 0.

The relations between the roots and coefficients are p =�(s + �) and q = s�.

Now, the discriminant D is the square of the difference product Δ = (s��). Let

us determine D:

(iii) D = Δ2 = (s��)2 = (s +�)2�4 s�= (�p )2�4 q = p 2�4 q .

Therefore, D = Δ2 = 32�4·1 = 5.

Since D = 5>0, the equation has two real number roots.

69 If the field of R were the set of real numbers (the field contains �5 ), the value

of R would have to be preserved under all permutations (Lieber 1932). GgHL cannot
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contain K because K changes the value of R, i.e., the value changes from (s��)

to (��s). Thus, GgHL contains I alone. The empirical facts about CHL are that <SV>

languages (80%) outnumbers <VS> languages (20%), while <OV> (50%) and <VO>

(50%) appear in the same percentage of languages (Dryer and Martin 2011). The

present CHL may be using the field similar to the real number field (an expanded

field) for {S, V} but the field similar to the rational number field (reduced field) for

{O, V}.

70 The reasoning is as follows. Given one rational number and two irrational numbers,

by (10b), the Gg must contain a permutation that changes the value of R and an-

other that does not. The permutation that does not change R is the identity per-

mutation I . Thus, Gg contains I . The quadratic part of the cubic equation

(i) x2 + 3 x + 1 = 0

has two irrational number roots, and, as we have already noted, the Gg consists

of I and K , which switches the two roots. Thus, the Gg of the cubic equation in

question includes r0 and f1 .
71 The calculation is as follows. Because

(i) (s�o ) (s��) (o��)

=�(�3 + �5 )2 ·�(�3��5 )2 · �5 = 9�5� · �5 = �5 ,

it follows that Δ = R = ��5 .

72 I thank an anonymous reviewer (a group theorist) for pointing out a mathemati-

cal fact that is possibly relevant, namely as the field RR of real numbers only has

quadratic extensions (the field CC of complex numbers), there is no cubic equation

over the real numbers with the Galois group C3 or S3 . That leaves {id} and C2 . This

paper considers {id} to be <SOV> and C2 to be <SOV> and <SVO>. It is the fun-

damental nature of cubic equations over the rational field that the equations have

<SOV> alone as Gg or <SOV> and <SVO> as Gg. This paper draws a strong con-

nection between this mathematical fact and the linguistic fact that the ancient lan-

guages showed <SOV> universally and more than 80% of the current languages

have either <SOV> or <SVO> as their unmarked word orders. However, the re-

viewer warns me that I have gone too far at this point. That is, I cannot deduce

from this the fact that an object with a symmetry corresponding to C2 must have

something to do with real numbers rather than other number fields. In addition,

the reviewer claims that C2 is too simple to show anything. However, an object
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(unmarked word orders in CHL) with a symmetry corresponding to C2 (however

simple) must at least have something to do with that subgroup rather than other

subgroups.

Let us keep to this analysis for the moment (although it may be groundless).

The analysis leaves <VSO> (9.2%) and other unmarked word orders as problems

remaining to be explained. What does it mean to say that CHL is close to solving

an equation with one rational number root and two irrational number roots? I

propose that the factorization expresses the algebraic structure of the base vP.

According to Larson (1988), it is standard to postulate a double�layer verbal struc-

ture:

(i) EHL = [vP x [VP (x2 + px + q )] = 0

The vP edge (the rational root) constitutes s and the quadratic equation part of

VP (the two irrational roots) constitutes�and o . CHL seems to have evolved such

that the system first finds the simpler root s. The Galois theory analysis appears

to grasp something about the essence of sentence structure. However, as the re-

viewer points out, this may be an illusion arising from the group theory, which

seems to apply to anything without scientific significance.

73 The calculation is as follows. By the formula Δ = � ��4 p 3�27 q 2, we obtain

(i) Δ = ���4 · (�3)3 · �27 · 12 = ���4 · (�27) · �27 · 1 = � �(4�1) · 27

= � 9

74 The reasoning is as follows. Given a difference product: Δ = (s�o ) (s��) (o��),

f1 , f2 and f3 affects Δ as follows.
(i) f1 : (s�o ) (s��) (o��) = R� (s��) (s�o) (��o) = (s�o) (s��)�(o��)

=�(s�o ) (s��) (o��) =�R.

(ii) f2 : (s�o ) (s��) (o��) = R� (o�s) (o��) (s��) =�(s�o) (s��) (o��)
=�R.

(iii) f3 : (s�o) (s��) (o��) = R� (��o) (��s) (o�s) =�(s�o)�(s��)�(o��)
=�(s�o ) (s��) (o��) =�R.

f1 , f2 , and f3 change the signs of Δ. We, therefore, exclude f1 , f2 , and f3 from
GgHL.

75 The reasoning is as follows. Let us repeat the difference product:

(i) Δ = � (s�o ) (s��) (o��)

(ii) I : (s�o ) (s��) (o��) = R� (s�o ) (s��) (o��) = R.

(iii) r1 : (s�o) (s��) (o��) = R� (��s) (��o) (s�o) = (s�o)�(s��)�(o��)

����	�
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= (s�o ) (s��) (o��) = R.

(iv) r2 : (s�o) (s��) (o��) = R� (o��) (o�s) (��s) =�(s�o)�(s��) (o��)
= (s�o ) (s��) (o��) = R.

76 The reasoning is as follows. Let the cubic roots of 1 be:

1, ω = �1��3 i2.

The equation has three roots, s = 3
�2 , o = 3

�2 ω, and�= 3
�2 ω2. The question

is: What is the Gg? Given the three roots s , o , and �, the value of the difference

product Δ = (s�o ) (s��) (o��) is given by the formula

Δ = ���4 � 03�27 � (�2)2 = ���108 = ��108 i2 = ��108 � i. Given the field

of rational numbers, the value of Δ (a complex number with real and imaginary

parts) does not exist in the field. Therefore, by definition, the permutations of Gg

must change the value of Δ. Regarding three roots, even permutations (cyclic ro-

tations) do not alter the value, whereas odd permutations (flips) do. Odd permuta-

tions are (so ), (s�), and (o�). By definition (10b), it is predicted that the Gg in ques-

tion contains some of these flips. And the Gg may contain some other permutations.

The definition (10a) requires that the Gg must be closed under multiplications.

There are six Ggs that are closed. They are:

A = S3 (all the six permutations: {I , (abc), (acb ), (so ), (s�), (o�)})

B = C3 ({I , (so�), (s�o)})

C = {I , (so )}

D = {I , (s�)}

E = {I , (o�)}

F = {I }

Now, the relevant Gg must contain one, two, or all of (so), (s�), and (o�). Therefore,

the Gg cannot be B or F. Suppose that the Gg is C. Consider s + o . I and (so ) do

not change the value. By (10b), the value of s + o must be a rational number. Since

the second�degree coefficient is 0, s + o + �= 0. Hence, s + o =��. It follows

that ��must be a rational number. However, ��=�3
�2 ω2 is not a rational

number. A contradiction arises. Therefore, the Gg cannot be C. By the same rea-

soning, the Gg cannot be D or E. That leaves A. Thus, the Gg is S 3 that contains

the maximum members. Recall that when the field extends, the Gg shrinks. The

ancient CHL had the extended field and the minimized Gg <so�>, whereas the cur-

rent CHL has the shrunken field and the maximized Gg. But what does it mean?
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See Nakamura (2011: 122�127) and Kim (2011: 56�58) for plain and amateur�friendly

instructions.
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Abstract

The computational procedure for human natural language (CHL) produces an

asymmetry in unmarked word orders for S , O and V . Capitalizing on the

insightful idea of Lyle Jenkins (2000, 2003), I propose that the asymmetry is

based on a group�theoretical factor, which is included in NoamChomsky�s third

factor: �principles of neural organization that may be even more deeply

grounded in physical law� (Chomsky 1965: 59) and �principles of structural

architecture and developmental constraints that enter into canalization, or-

ganic form, and action over a wide range, including principles of efficient com-

putation, which would be expected to be of particular significance for compu-

tational systems such as language� (Chomsky 2005: 6). A mathematician would

say that the symmetric group S3 of order 3 ! = 6 is too simple and the Galaois

theory is irrelevant. However, this very simplicity is the reason that I consider

cost differences among the six symmetric operations of S3 . A mathematician

would say that this is not the Galois theory because Galois groups disregard

cost. Still, as a biolinguist and a Galois�theory enthusiast, I would like to pro-

pose that (a) syntactic relations constitute a group under Merge; (b) the asym-

metry reflects the asymmetry of the algebraic structure of sentences taken

as expressions of equations that CHL solves; and (c) s , o , and �are the roots

of such equations.

More Evidence for Geometrical Cost Approach
To Basic Word Order Asymmetry

in Human Language

ARIKAWA Koji

More Evidence for Geometrical Cost Approach To Basic Word Order Asymmetry
in Human Language
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In this paper I examine the theory of emotion in The Emotion and the

Will (first edition 1859, second 1865) by Alexander Bain (1818�1903). In

Section 1, I make Bain�s definition of �emotion� and its relation to �feeling�

clear. In Section 2, I examine the classification of emotion �families� by Bain

and its difference in the first and second editions. Bain divided emotion

families into �simple emotions� and the others (in this paper provisionally

called �complex emotions�). In Section 3, I deal with the simple emotions in

turn. In the first edition of The Emotion and the Will, Bain merely classi-

fied and listed them. But in the second edition, he introduced two laws or

principles as a guide to his classification: the law of harmony and conflict

and the law of relativity. In Section 4, I treat the complex emotions (aes-

thetic emotion and moral emotion). Bain�s moral theory is based on utilitari-

anism, but gives an important role to emotions.

Alexander Bain�s Theory of Emotion�1�
The Emotion and the Will,
first and second editions
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Prologue

It is now generally acknowledged both outside China and, to an

increasing extent, in Chinese academic circles too, that the early Chinese

communist partisans could not have survived without the manpower and

local ties of the bandit gangs they encountered whilst laying the basis for

their Soviet movement. The names that come most easily to mind are

those of Wang Zuo (��) and Yuan Wencai (���), the Hakka bandit

chieftains on Jinggangshan (���) who took their followers over to the

communist side and, until their unwarranted execution by Peng Dehuai (�

��) a few years later, were stalwarts of the fledgling revolutionary

movement in Jiangxi. Long shrouded in a fog of propaganda�generated

concealment, their cases have in recent years been elucidated by scholars

in the West,�� in Japan, �and also in China.!�For many years, comparatively

little attention was paid to the problem of bandits in and around the base

area that was later set up in northwest China, the Shaanxi�Gansu�Ningxia

Border Area (	"#$%; SGN).&� In China, this neglect was primarily the

result of a concern not to sully the SGN�s semi�mythical status as the

Liu Zhidan and his �Bro�s in the �Hood�:
Bandits and Communists in the Shaanbei

Badlands (1)

XU Youwei
Philip BILLINGSLEY
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crucible in which the communists forged their vision for a new China.��

Over and above such niceties, the complex social ramifications of the

region�s age�old bandit subculture resisted its easy assimilation by the

communists.

Since the appearance of Edgar Snow�s 1936 classic Red Star Over

China , the achievements of local son Liu Zhidan (���) in blending

revolutionary ideals with the destructive energy of north Shaanxi�s bandit

tradition have become relatively well known. Through repeated failures

and recoveries, Liu Zhidan perceived, as Mao Zedong was coming to

perceive at the other end of the country, that 20th�century China�s

ubiquitous violence left no alternative for the communists but to seek a

military solution. The key to revolutionary success in China was an

empowered peasantry fighting in the name of a shared ideal, and Liu

Zhidan, again like Mao Zedong, recognized that in the remote areas in

which the communists sought to �rest their buttocks�, preexisting armed

forces such as those of local bandits and brotherhoods � even, when

circumstances demanded, those of local bullies and warlords � could not be

ignored. How to win those forces over to the revolutionary cause, or, failing

that, how to nullify and eventually eliminate them became a major

strategic problem for Liu and Mao as well as for other early communist

militants. Regularly condemned by an often�isolated Party Central as

�capitulationists�, �left�deviationists,� or �right�opportunists� for their

attention to such irregular fighters, both Mao Zedong and Liu Zhidan saw

that, under the circumstances, they were all �Bro�s in the �Hood�, and that

the key to creating a successful revolutionary movement in China was to

bring people together, not to isolate them.

Liu Zhidan�s image has come down to us as that of a man able, like

Mao, to speak to local fighters on their own terms, but just how he was

�	
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able to do that has never been adequately examined. (Unlike Mao, Liu

himself wrote nothing that would enlighten us substantially about his

thinking.) In China, a desire to keep pristine his reputation as a

�revolutionary martyr� � Liu was fortuitously killed in action in 1936 �

brought about a torrent of hagiographic memoirs and quasi�historical

treatments which, until quite recently, tended to omit all mention of Liu�s

links to non�revolutionary (or pre�revolutionary) forces such as bandits.

Conversely, among activists who had faced off with Liu Zhidan concerning

his bandit policy, there has long been a tendency to play down his role in

the revolutionary movement. As far as Western scholars are concerned,

the limited value of many of the materials available appears to have

discouraged them from seeking to examine Liu�s career more closely,

despite his importance as a pioneer revolutionary organizer. While a

number of scholars of the Shaanxi period�� have noted in passing the

importance of Liu Zhidan�s role in negotiating alliances with local bandits

and military figures, and also his confrontations with the Party authorities

when they superciliously disparaged the significance of his achievements,

lack of information has meant that the reasons for Liu�s success have never

been thoroughly pursued. As a result, he has yet to be taken up by

Western scholars as a primary focus of research.��

Liu�s importance has been further overshadowed by the aura of the

SGN that was set up soon after his death. Yet there is no doubt that the

communists led by Mao Zedong who set about establishing their Anti�

Japanese base area in northern Shaanxi (Shaanbei) at the conclusion of the

Long March in October 1935 would have found the going a lot tougher had

it not been for the groundwork laid by Liu Zhidan. Using his intimate local

ties as a Shaanbei native, and on the basis of �allying with those who can

be allied with, eliminating those who cannot�, Liu had not only created a

Liu Zhidan and his �Bro�s in the �Hood�:
Bandits and Communists in the Shaanbei Badlands (1)
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network of military alliances with local armed groups of all political shades,

but also engendered a healthy respect for the communists� ability to

discipline recalcitrants. By force of personality and skilful resort to family

ties, not to mention a highly flexible attitude to the �rules� of revolution,

Liu Zhidan fostered a powerful subcurrent of ganqing that enabled many

of these local fighters to see the communists as kindred souls, together

with a growing appreciation among them that the revolution, in those early

years at least, was being fought by and on behalf of the poorest levels of

Chinese society from which most of those rural fighters sprang.

The two parts of this paper, drawing among other things upon a host

of fragmentary Chinese materials that are either newly published or

previously ignored, will attempt a preliminary examination of Liu Zhidan�s

activities in Shaanbei from 1928�1932, particularly his contacts with bandits

and other local power�holders, and seek to answer the question of just how

he was able to convince many of them that the communist movement he

espoused was, if not �a worthwhile cause to fight for�, then at least a force

to be reckoned with. It will suggest, among other things, that Liu Zhidan�s

celebrated policy of seeking to recruit bandits to the revolutionary

movement was anything but plain sailing. Not surprisingly, bandit chiefs

ran the gamut as far as personal predilections were concerned: while some

were instinctively amenable to the revolutionary call, others became Liu

Zhidan�s worst enemies. At the same time, the resistance Liu encountered

from his fellow�revolutionaries to his policy was fierce, even vitriolic,

leading to purges and, ultimately, to what deserves to be termed judicial

murder.

���

The vast changes taking place in China since the introduction of the

Reform & Opening Policy in 1978 have meant that most of the taboos
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associated with Chinese revolutionary history have been broken or that

they can be ignored with relative impunity. The following episode would

seem to show, however, that an exception still has to be made for the role

played by bandits in modern China�s revolutionary process.

In the second issue for 1993 of the journal Shaanxi difangzhi (����

�), a short article by a scholar named Li Qingdong (��	) appeared

under the title �The Bandit Calamity in Republican
Period Shaanxi� (��

�����).��Li, an assistant professor in the Social Studies Department of

the Shaanxi Provincial School of Administration (�����������

�), may or may not have realized the furor that his article was to unleash.

Within days of the article�s appearance, the families of several former

cadres of the SGN had lodged an official complaint with the Shaanxi

provincial Communist Party Committee, alleging that the reputations of

their family elders had been sullied.

Under severe pressure, the Party Committee and the provincial

authorities launched their own investigation, summoning Li Qingdong for

questioning and examining all relevant documents before finally concluding

that Li had in fact committed what were said to be �serious crimes�,

sufficiently serious in fact to be classified as belonging to Mao Zedong�s

category of �contradictions between ourselves and the enemy� (diwo

maodun ). Not only was Li pressured to acknowledge the �mistakes�

contained in his article; his employer, the Shaanxi Provincial School of

Administration, was ordered to consider terminating Li�s Communist Party

membership. The Party Committee further threatened to take the matter

to the People�s Court if it was not resolved satisfactorily.

Li, however, refused to give in to the pressure, arguing forcefully that

the information in his article was all drawn from contemporary reports and

contained no �mistakes�. The affair dragged on for almost a year, and it

Liu Zhidan and his �Bro�s in the �Hood�:
Bandits and Communists in the Shaanbei Badlands (1)
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was not until June of 1994 that the Shaanxi Party Committee reached its

face�saving decision: the editor of Shaanxi difangzhi was to be dismissed,

and all copies of the issue containing Li�s article were to be withdrawn and

destroyed. No action was taken directly against Li Qingdong himself .��

Li�s �serious crime� had been to identify four one�time low�level cadres

of the SGN � Zhao Bojing (���), Li Shihua (���), Zhang Kui (��)

and Wang Lie (	
) � as former bandits (��) who had been successfully

�pacified� and won over to the revolution. The political tenor of the attack

on his scholarship, including demands to expel him from the Party, was

evidently due to the fact that the families concerned felt besmirched by

the accusation that their elders, rather than being lifelong communists, had

begun life as �common bandits�. Interviewed by one of the present authors,

Li himself opined that the reason why the families had been able to bring

such pressure to bear on the Shaanxi Party Committee was that they had

the backing of Wang Feng (�; 1910�1998), another long�time SGN cadre

who at the time (1993) occupied the powerful position of National

Committee Vice�Chairman of the Sixth Chinese People�s Political

Consultative Conference (CPPCC; �������������). Even in

the 1990s, more than fifty years on from the events in question, such a

combination was sufficient to ensure that Li Qingdong�s article was

consigned to the memory hole.���

One�time bandits, it is clear, even �reformed bandits�, continue to

undermine the Chinese government�s official policy of �seeking truth from

facts�. Because of the social opprobrium traditionally attached to them,

bandits remain one of modern China�s last taboos, still capable of raising

revolutionary hackles two generations later, and the accepted �truth� about

the communists� success in northwest China, at least as far as their

relations with local bandits were concerned, seems to have been
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considerably remote from the facts.��� (The communists� recently exposed

reliance on the income from opium cultivation to keep the Shaanxi Soviet

afloat is a parallel case.)���

As the Li Qingdong case showed, the enmities engendered during the

Shaanbei period over the question of how far bandits were eligible to be

considered revolutionary materiel lingered long into the post�1949 period.

While the bandits themselves may have been more or less eliminated from

China by 1953,��� personal animosity among one�time revolutionaries died

harder, and provided tinder for one of Maoist China�s interminable purges.

As we will see later on in this article, when Li Jiantong�s (���) trilogy

Liu Zhidan , a novel based on Liu Zhidan�s life, became the target of Mao�s

latest witch�hunt in 1962, it had been Yan Hongyan (	
�), one of the

bitterest opponents of Liu�s policy of recruiting bandits, who joined Mao

Zedong henchman Kang Sheng (�) in the harassment of people,

especially people from the Shaanbei area, who had agreed to help Li

Jiantong with her research.

���

Characterized by 19th�century observers as �a nest of plunderers lost

in a wilderness�,��� Shaanbei was traditionally a place where bandit gangs

and semi�independent military outfits might share the area�s meager

pluckings with the local elite. Bridging the gap between them was not

easy, but Liu Zhidan, scion of a prestigious local family, was ideally situated

to do just that. No one better embodied the twists and turns of the

communist movement in Shaanbei than Liu Zhidan; and nothing better

embodied the social and personal complexities that confronted that

movement, faced as it was with the realities of a local bandit tradition

stretching back centuries, than the fact that Liu, unorthodox and radically�

minded scion of one of the area�s oldest lineages, had family ties not only to
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one of the area�s most hated �local tyrants� (��), Zhang Tingzhi (���),

but also to one of its most respected bandit chiefs, Zhao Erwa (��	).

While Liu Zhidan was sanguinary about the potential of bandit gangs,

with the right sort of guidance, to reform themselves and contribute to

revolutionary change, he also had little alternative. Returning to Shaanxi

from his studies at the Whampoa Military Academy in 1926, itching to set

in place a process of revolutionary change in his native Shaanbei, he found

himself hamstrung by two major difficulties: a lack of fellow
revolutionaries

who could bring him moral support, and a lack of guns with which to add

to their persuasive power. What Shaanbei did have was, first, an endless

supply of armed bandits; second, a network of local tyrants who lorded it

over their locality through their armed retainers (��); and third,

numerous independent or semi
independent militarists.�� (The line dividing

the three was not always entirely clear.) Men like these, given Liu Zhidan�s

optimistic view of human potential, would provide the basic building blocks

for his revolutionary movement.

In this respect, Liu�s situation was very different from that of Mao

Zedong in Jiangxi despite the two men�s many similarities. In his dealings

with the two local bandit chiefs Wang Zuo and Yuan Wencai, Mao had the

Red Army to back him up, giving him both persuasive power and

flexibility according to the situation�s needs; in Shaanbei, Liu Zhidan had

nothing beyond his admittedly powerful personal charisma. Mao could deal

with Wang and Yuan as equals; Liu, if not cap in hand, was hardly in a

position to negotiate from strength. Accordingly, it was not surprising that

among the first people he turned to were two men related to him by blood:

local tyrant Zhang Tingzhi and bandit leader Zhao Erwa. In the absence of

a revolutionary army, bandits and disaffected militia recruits would fill the

breach, and the supply of guns would be supplemented by infiltrating and
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taking over local militia groups or some local militarist�s forces (or both)

and taking what was needed (if possible, with their bearers attached).

(Since warlords were always on the lookout to increase their manpower,

they were usually willing and eager to absorb armed irregulars even when

their reliability was in doubt.)���

While the winning over of trained soldiers to the revolution�s ranks

had been a feature of revolutionary organizing in China since the earliest

days, the use of bandits had presented more complex problems. Although

their fighting skills and weapons made them highly attractive, their lack of

discipline and limited vision often made them a liability.��� Liu Zhidan,

however, was eminently practical. Bandits were a fact of life in Shaanbei, a

way out for young men too poor or too proud to find dignity in a life of

farming. Having been threatened countless times by a force of bandits

stronger than his own, Liu had come to understand that the communist

forces, as long as they were a minority, could not afford to isolate

themselves by creating enemies willy�nilly. Bandits with bad political

backgrounds beyond hope of reformation should be resolutely eliminated,

but Liu emphasized to dubious listeners that the majority of bandits were

once poor peasants who had suffered exploitation and oppression and who

would support a revolution that promised to restore to them their lost

dignity; the communists could not leave such people out of their

calculations.���And yet, in order to deal successfully with bandits, for whom

vertical relations were supreme, it was first necessary to be able to

negotiate from strength. Liu Zhidan�s first act on returning to his native

Baoan in April 1929 was to exploit his elite origins to oust the local

magistrate and gain control of the county militia, eventually turning it into

a revolutionary force.��� In 1930, when his fortunes were at a low ebb

following further setbacks, his father presented him with a couple of old�
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fashioned rifles acquired from a local warlord, and Liu Zhidan once more

felt that he was ready to take on the world (with the aid of a few bandit

chiefs, not to mention local tyrants).���

Thus it was that, long before the First Red Army arrived in Shaanxi

at the culmination of its Long March, Liu Zhidan set off on what Edgar

Snow would later term a �kaleidoscope of defeats, failures,

discouragements, escapades, adventure, and remarkable escapes from

death, interspersed with periods of respectability as a reinstated officer.����

Here we will take a brief look at two of the men with whom Liu Zhidan

had dealings in the first few years of his revolutionary activity, Zhang

Tingzhi and Zhao Erwa, before turning to consider in more detail the case

of Zhao Erwa and the so�called �Sanjiayuan Incident� (��	
�) of 1932

in which Zhao met his end.��� (Zhang Tingzhi will be taken up in more

detail in the second part of this essay.) An examination of the relationship

between these �Bro�s in the �Hood� � Liu Zhidan, Zhang Tingzhi and Zhao

Erwa � can reveal much about the conditions under which the early

Shaanxi revolutionary movement was obliged to operate. The reason for

focusing primarily on Zhao Erwa in the following pages is that his murder

had ramifications far exceeding its apparent importance at the time, and

continued to be a source of intra�Party rankling until well into the Reform

& Opening period. Though the Sanjiayuan Incident has received but

passing notice in histories of Northwest China�s communist movement, it

bore similarities to the purge of October 1935 variously known in China as

the �elimination of counter�revolutionaries� (���) or �the Northwest

problem� (����), not least in its having been swept under the carpet

for so many years. It would be as late as 1985 before these two �historical

problems� were, in the same official report, finally laid to rest.

���
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Dismissed in communist sources as a �notorious bandit chief�, Zhang

Tingzhi (1908�1953), who was not finally suppressed until as late as 1951,

was in fact an influential local landlord with his own private army (hence

the �bandit� label) which he took at will in and out of the arms of both the

Guomindang and local warlords and even, for a time, over to the Japanese

invaders.��� He was, furthermore, although communist sources not

surprisingly skirt the issue, Liu Zhidan�s older cousin (��).��� Even as

children there had been no love lost between the two,�	� and their mutual

dislike grew in proportion to their age. In 1928, when Zhang was serving in

the Ningxia provincial army, he agreed to allow Liu to serve as deputy�

commander of one regiment (
) of his force, only to have him desert soon

after and join another local warlord in east Gansu, naturally taking as many

guns as he could carry along with a considerable number of men. For this

double�cross, Zhang Tingzhi became Liu Zhidan�s implacable enemy, not

only attacking Liu�s forces and inflicting considerable losses on them but

even, despite the blood ties that linked the two men, sacking Liu Zhidan�s

family grave.���

Much more amenable to Liu Zhidan�s approaches was another of his

cousins (��), Baoan native Zhao Erwa, also known as Zhao Lianbi (�

�). Having lost his parents while he was still small, Zhao Erwa was raised

by Liu Zhidan�s family, and he and Liu Zhidan became close friends. The

cousins� lives diverged temporarily in their early teens: while Zhao Erwa

became a hired labourer, Liu Zhidan, with his privileged family

background, attended the Yulin Middle School. He took an active part in

political activities there, and subsequently threw himself into the

nationwide communist movement before returning to Shaanxi in 1926 to

begin organizing on the ground he knew best.���By that time Zhao Erwa,

like many other local young men with scant means of making a respectable
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living, had already taken to the hills to become a prominent bandit chief.

As noted above, Liu Zhidan had become painfully aware that nothing

was possible in warlord China without the military means of backing up

one�s dreams, and thus it was that the paths of Liu and Zhao Erwa

converged once again. The large force of bandits that Zhao had gathered

around him was impossible to ignore given Liu�s temperament and

practical situation. Eventually, following Liu Zhidan�s patient (but not 100%

successful) efforts to reform their ways, these men would become the

backbone of the early Shaanxi guerilla movement.

Liu Zhidan, Zhao Erwa, and the 1932 Sanjiayuan Incident

On the 4th of February, 1932 (some sources give the 6th of February), in

a remote area of Zhengning County (���) straddling the Shaanxi�Gansu

border known as Sanjiayuan, Zhao Erwa, by this time in command of the

Second Regiment of the Second Detachment of the Northwestern Anti�

Imperialist Allied Army (���	
��������) jointly

commanded by Liu Zhidan and fellow�Shaanxi organizer Xie Zichang (��

�; 1897�1935), was suddenly relieved of his weapons by followers of Xie

Zichang. The next moment, in the face of Liu Zhidan�s opposition, Zhao was

summarily executed in front of the officers and fighters of the entire

Army. The episode, which would have repercussions lasting down to the

very recent past, came to be known as the �Sanjiayuan Incident�. After

examining the events that led up to the Incident, we will first indicate

some of the contradictions surrounding it before tracing its impact on

subsequent communist history.

���

When Liu Zhidan returned to Shaanbei following the disastrous
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attempts to raise revolution in the Wei Valley, it was with a renewed

understanding of the need not only to have enough troops to make an

uprising feasible, but also to have a base to fall back upon when enemy

pressure became overwhelming. By this time, Zhao Erwa had

metamorphosed into a professional bandit operating with his gang in one of

the traditional bandit lairs straddling the Shaanxi�Gansu border, and it was

this region that would become the launching�ground for Shaanxi�s first

communist guerilla movement.

According to the recollections of both Liu Zhidan�s bodyguard and his

younger brother Liu Jingfan, Zhao Erwa was renowned among local

villagers for his bravery and for being a crack shot with a rifle (��).

Bandits operating in surrounding districts also had a healthy respect for

his touchiness and martial skills, evidently referring to him as �Zhao Erye�

(���) or �Second Master Zhao�, while landlord militia groups were said

to turn tail at the very sound of his name.��	 In fact, though virtually

unsung in the annals of the early Shaanxi communist movement, it was the

presence of Zhao Erwa�s several hundred followers in the ranks of Liu�s

guerrillas that sustained them through both misguided putsches and

vicious government attacks,�
	 allowing Liu Zhidan to make repeated

comebacks that defied all the laws of probability.

Nevertheless, the presence of Zhao�s bandits also appears to have been

the reason why Party Central deemed it premature to grace the guerillas

with the title of �Red Army�. Though it has never been specifically stated,

it was very soon after Zhao Erwa�s engineered execution that the title

�Red Army� was first deemed proper, suggesting that Zhao�s elimination,

despite the fuss that ensued afterward, might have been the condition

insisted upon by Party authorities to enable the creation of Northwest

China�s first �Worker�Peasant Army�. In this section we will take a closer
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look at Zhao Erwa�s execution as a way of learning more about Liu Zhidan

and the precarious position he carved out for himself in the early Shaanxi

communist movement, and the enmities that his bandit policy engendered.

According to Liu Zhidan�s bodyguard Zhang Zhanrong, Zhao Erwa

was devoted to his cousin, despite their very different careers, exclaiming

to all who wished to hear that �I dedicate my life to Zhidan, and in death

too I will follow Zhidan.���� Indeed, through all the ups and downs of Liu�s

early military career, including the three major disasters that had

decimated the Shaanxi communist movement in 1928�1931, Zhao Erwa and

his followers remained at Liu�s side despite a horrifying attrition rate.

At a historic meeting called in Heshui (��), Gansu, in February 1931,

Liu Zhidan brought together a number of local bandit outfits including

Zhao�s followers as a unified guerilla force with himself as supreme

commander, only to be routed in a surprise attack by the Gansu warlord

Chen Guizhang (�	
) that inflicted heavy losses and forced the guerillas

to scatter. Nevertheless, the following September the Shaanxi�Gansu

Border Area (���) was formed, and Liu once again sought to rally his

former bandit followers, now scattered amid the mountains of Heshui and

nearby counties, summoning them to a meeting at Nanliang (��) on the

Gansu border.

Where others chose to sniff which way the wind was blowing before

taking any action, it was Zhao Erwa and his followers who responded to

Liu Zhidan�s call and who subsequently became the mainstay of the 300�

strong Nanliang Guerilla Column (�����) formed soon after with Liu

Zhidan at its head.��� It is hard not to reach the conclusion that, traditional

communist historiography notwithstanding, without his bandit cousin Zhao

Erwa�s devotion and manpower Liu Zhidan could never have been as

successful as he was in laying the foundations for a guerilla movement in
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Shaanbei. Little wonder then that he was hardly inclined to listen to voices

within the Party who increasingly urged him to abandon his policy of

recruiting bandits to the revolution.

Meanwhile, elsewhere in Shaanxi another guerilla column was

emerging. In the spring of 1931, the West Shanxi Guerilla Column (���

��) had been organized to mobilize peasants in neighbouring Shanxi

province. In the face of concerted suppression campaigns the Column,

commanded by party activists including Shanxi native Yan Hongyan, had

been forced to retreat back across the Yellow River into Shaanbei. There

they came under the command of Xie Zichang, Liu Zhidan�s fellow agitator

at the Yulin High School, who was already doing revolutionary work

among local warlord soldiers. Within a few months this force had also come

to number some 300 fighters, and it was renamed the North Shaanxi

Guerilla Column (�����) with Xie Zichang in supreme command and

Yan Hongyan and others as Xie�s mid	level officers.
��

All this activity did not go unobserved. In mid	December 1931, an

emissary from the Party�s Shaanxi provincial committee named Rong

Ziqing (��[�]) arrived in Shaanbei bearing orders for the consolidation

of the area�s guerilla forces. Following the previous year�s September 18

Incident in Northeast China, the Party had decided that a new tide of anti	

imperialist feeling was rising throughout the country, and that northwest

China should respond to the new situation by making its own anti	

imperialist stance clear. At the same time, Liu Zhidan, who had spent some

time that summer operating as a brigade commander (��) in the forces

of his erstwhile nemesis warlord Chen Guizhang, was criticized both for his

�over	reliance on the military option� (������) � meaning Liu�s belief

in the need to merge with warlord forces from time to time so as to win

over soldiers to their cause, what he called his ���� � and for
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�merging with bandit forces� (�����) � another basic component of

Liu�s Shaanbei�rooted strategy that he referred to as his ��	
. In a

reversal of the Shaanxi Party Committee�s earlier stance, Liu was

commanded to break his ties with local Guomindang (��) units and to

take his army south, where they would be amalgamated with Xie

Zichang�s North Shaanxi Guerilla Column into the Northwest Anti�

Imperialist Allied Army.���

It was from the start a recipe for disaster, though perhaps no one

could have foreseen the extent of the fall�out. In addition to the need to

consolidate the Shaanxi guerilla forces and present a united anti�imperialist

front, it is likely that the Shaanxi Party committee saw the amalgamation

of the two guerilla groups as a chance to reduce the influence of Liu

Zhidan�s reliance on irregulars. Xie Zichang, though a Shaanbei native like

Liu Zhidan, was much closer to Party orthodoxy and therefore disagreed

fundamentally with Liu�s optimism regarding bandits� revolutionary

potential. To put the two men in joint command of the new guerilla force

was to invite a showdown on the form that was most appropriate for the

Shaanxi revolutionary movement, and that is exactly what happened.���

The new force was formally launched in January 1932 in Zhengning

County. Xie Zichang, being the older of the two by a few years and also

Liu�s superior within the Party, was appointed overall commander of the

new force, with Liu as his deputy. The Allied Army consisted of two

detachments (��) together with a Guards Column (���), with Xie

Zichang commanding the First Detachment, based on the West Shanxi /

North Shaanxi Guerilla Column, and Liu Zhidan the Second Detachment,

based on the Nanliang Guerilla Column. Regarding the chain of authority

within the four regiments (��) that comprised the Second Detachment,

some accounts have suggested that only one of them was directly linked to
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Liu Zhidan, that led by Zhao Erwa, and that the remainder were all

commanded by officers loyal to Xie Zichang with backgrounds in the

former West Shanxi Guerilla Column.���Other sources, however, insist that

all four regiments were commanded by former bandit chiefs like Yang

Peisheng (���; aka Yang Pisheng ���) who had been won over to the

revolution by Liu Zhidan.

Even with the influence of Liu Zhidan�s ex	bandit units reduced, the

Shaanxi provincial committee (perhaps under the influence of delegates

from Xie Zichang�s camp like Yan Hongyan) continued to voice its doubts

about the Allied Army�s reliability. Its composition was criticized as being

�far too mixed, with a preponderance of former bandits and hooligan

elements of the lumpen proletariat. Because of their predilection for

random shooting and burning wherever they go, they cannot be given the

title of �Worker	Peasant Guerilla Column� (
���) or �Red Army� (�

�). To do so would cause the newly	emerging political consciousness

among the masses to come to nothing, and we would become divorced

from the masses.���� �The Second Detachment [under Liu Zhidan], in

particular, is no more than a conglomeration of former bandits. Its Second

Regiment travels with some eighty opium pipes. When they have opium

they are delighted to be a part of our Communist Red Army [sic]; when

their craving is triggered, they become like wild men.� The troops of this

Second Regiment �constantly go out to rob people and rape women, and

there is no distinction whatsoever between them and ordinary bandits.�

�The situation requires that the bandit and hooligan elements in the Allied

Army be mercilessly eliminated so that it can be thoroughly cleansed. It is

a fantasy to imagine that this task can be achieved through piecemeal

reforms.����

Against this political background, the events that would trigger the
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Sanjiayuan Incident were steadily unfolding. Soon after the Allied Army

arrived at Sanjiayuan, it was resolved to send Yan Hongyan, commander of

the First Regiment of Xie Zichang�s First Detachment, to Xi�an to report to

the provincial committee there. Yan returned some time later bearing

various Party documents as well as the provincial committee�s directive

concerning the creation of a Shaanxi�Gansu Guerilla Column under Party

leadership. In response to the directive from Xi�an, the Allied Army�s

political committee once again took up the topic of their striking the red

flag as soon as possible, and the discussion evidently developed into a

heated argument.

Liu Zhidan refused to change his stance that their dire military

situation demanded they first allow themselves to be temporarily absorbed

by one of the warlords of eastern Shaanxi so as to try to win over as many

as possible of his soldiers to the revolutionary cause. When Yan Hongyan

and other members of the committee failed to win him over, it seems that

Xie Zichang went personally to persuade his old comrade to relent, arguing

that �since 1928 we have tried any number of times to engineer mutinies in

the army, but without success. We both came close to losing our own lives

in the process! We cannot allow ourselves to be drawn into the enemy�s

midst again. We have a responsibility to carry out the provincial

committee�s directive and formally establish a Red Army guerilla unit.�

In the end, seeing that Liu was not going to come around, the political

committee resolved to hold its final meeting on the question of whether or

not to raise the red flag without inviting Liu or his followers to attend.

With Liu Zhidan left out of the loop, the meeting passed a resolution,

proposed by Xie Zichang, on the one hand to carry out the provincial Party

committee�s directive, and on the other to adopt �resolute measures� to

cleanse the Allied Army including the disarmament of Zhao Erwa and his
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followers. The red flag would then be raised, and the Shaanxi�Gansu

Guerilla Column of the Chinese Worker and Peasant Red Army (����

��	
��) could be formally established.���

The litany of complaints that apparently was being levelled by the

First Detachment against the former Nanliang guerillas including Zhao

Erwa�s followers was hard to ignore. (As we will see later, however, there

is room for doubt as to whether this litany can be taken at face value.)

�The Second Regiment under Zhao Erwa has only 15 Party members, and

a majority of its personnel are former bandits. While we were camped at

Sanjiayuan, Zhao�s unit sent men out every night to rob, rape and pillage.

Making no distinction between rich and poor, they would steal anything

they laid their eyes on and rape any woman who came their way, leading

the masses to complain bitterly. Their actions have created a gulf between

the Red Army [sic] and the masses� The army�s fighters also became

furious at the behaviour of Zhao Erwa�s bandit troops, and strongly

demanded that they be purged so that army discipline could be restored.����

�More than half the soldiers of the Second Detachment are opium smokers

who even go so far as to deal in opium themselves.����

Xie Zichang himself is said to have pointed out on numerous occasions

the serious problems of the communist forces� makeup: �Is an army really

capable of carrying out a revolution when its soldiers go out to rob and

rape at will?� he asked. �Zhao Erwa is a bandit, and he is tarnishing our

reputation.����In response to Xie�s warning, Yan Hongyan and others called

a mass meeting which decided to create a special Disciplinary Unit (��

) consisting of some 50�60 men, empowered to punish all officers or men

found guilty of transgressions of mass discipline.���

Zhao Erwa was not oblivious to the concerns of his fellow�

commanders in the Allied Army. Some time before the Sanjiayuan Incident
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took place, in response to the urging of his second�in�command, Liu

Zhidan�s younger cousin (��) Liu Jingfan (���), Zhao Erwa shrugged:

�If Zhidan says reform the troops, so be it; there is nothing further for me

to say.� Zhao even voluntarily submitted a list of the men under his

command deserving to be weeded out.��	 Whatever steps he took were

evidently not enough to satisfy his critics, however, and the hours

remaining before his death ticked by remorselessly.

The mystery of Zhao Erwa�s apparent failure to bring his troops under

control even after so many years of fighting alongside Liu Zhidan is made

deeper by Liu�s own well�known insistence on the need for strict guerilla

discipline. One � perhaps hagiographical � story relates an episode that

took place while Liu�s unit was encamped at Zhengning, Gansu. As the unit

was preparing to leave, a groom attached to the unit�s headquarters stole a

cotton belt and a chicken from one of the local families, leading the locals

to lodge a complaint with Liu Zhidan. The next day, as the guerillas

marched through a small village, Liu called a public meeting of the entire

column at which the groom was put on trial. Taking into account the fact

that this was not the first time that the man had been found guilty of an

infraction of discipline, the soldiers of the column resolved unanimously

that he should be immediately shot.��	 When it came to disciplining his

cousin Zhao Erwa, however, these sources suggest that Liu declined to

take steps, and so the events of February 1932 became inevitable. As has

been noted above, on February 4, 1932 Zhao Erwa was disarmed and

executed.

Following Zhao Erwa�s execution, the Guards Unit also disarmed the

soldiers of the Second Detachment � effectively, the men belonging to the

Nanliang Guerilla Column � and announced the guerillas� new policy:

�Those wishing to become a part of the Red Army may remain. Others are
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free to leave, but they will not be permitted to return to banditry.� In

principle, older fighters would be given money to help them on their way.

Younger ones who wished to join the revolution would be allowed to

remain but only after undergoing rigorous training ; the rest would be

allowed to leave. By the time the task of scrutinizing each fighter�s record

was finished, the Second Detachment was left with some 70�80 men, 30�

40 others having chosen to leave.��� In response to Liu Zhidan�s protest at

the confiscation of the Second Regiment�s weapons, Xie Zichang responded:

�We have relieved some bandits of their weapons; that is not the same as

calling you a bandit.����

Thus ran the standard account of the events at Sanjiayuan, but Xie

Zichang�s response to Liu Zhidan�s protest was highly disingenuous since

what had happened was in fact the disarming of the entire former

Nanliang Guerilla Column (including, it seems, Liu Zhidan himself). While

the affair appeared on the surface to be no more than the disciplining of a

recalcitrant bandit chief deemed incapable of living up to the ideals of the

communist revolution, in fact it amounted to a showdown between two

distinct factions. The Sanjiayuan Incident brought to a head simmering

discontent within the revolutionary movement in the northwest,

personified by Liu Zhidan and Xie Zichang, and its repercussions were

both profound and long�lasting. Recently published materials, including a

biography of Shaanxi veteran Gao Gang, have confirmed that there was far

more to the incident than met the eye.

Historical Ramifications of the Sanjiayuan Incident

In the short run, as one historian of the Shaanxi�Gansu Border Area

has suggested, the Sanjiayuan Incident �seriously weakened the
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Northwestern Anti�Imperialist Allied Army�.��� Liu Zhidan, who had been

forced to watch the disarming and execution of a cousin who, for all his

faults, had supported him through thick and thin since he first took up the

cause of the Shaanxi revolution, left as soon as he could to tell his version

of the day�s events to the Shaanxi Party Committee in Xi�an. On the

following day, Zhao Erwa�s deputy Liu Jingfan, together with munitions

officer Ma Xiwu (���), resigned their commissions in the Second

Regiment and returned to their native Baoan in protest at the treatment

meted out to Zhao Erwa and at the forced requisitioning of the regiment�s

weapons. Most of the fighters, those with bandit backgrounds as well as

others from the Nanliang Guerilla Column, perhaps seeing the writing on

the wall, also began to drift away. Some of them, it has been alleged, had

even hatched a plan to assassinate both Xie Zichang and Yan Hongyan

before they left.�	�

Two months went by before Liu Zhidan returned to Shaanbei. In the

meantime, the Allied Army�s ranks duly �purified�, it was reorganized as

the Shaanxi�Gansu Guerilla Column of the Chinese Workers� and Peasants�

Red Army under the overall command of Xie Zichang, with Xie�s

lieutenants, including Yan Hongyan, as regimental commanders.�
�

While no record has been found of the discussions that took place

during Liu Zhidan�s time in Xi�an, it would seem that the Shaanxi

Provincial Committee (which had, after all, initially promoted not only the

infiltration of warlord units but also the mobilization of Shaanbei�s

bandits)��� took his side. At the end of February, after first sending Liu

Zhidan on a mission to organize peasants in the Weibei area of southern

Shaanxi, the Committee quietly dispatched Secretary Du Heng (�) to

Shaanbei on a �tour of inspection�. The newly�created guerilla force, now

operating under Xie Zichang, had twice been repelled with considerable
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losses in its recent attempts to take a local town, and Du�s criticism was

scathing: the Guerilla Column (���; literally, �roving attack force�) was

in fact �roving without attacking� (����), and was having no more

effect than mountain bandits (��	
). Citing these failed attacks, Du

annulled Xie Zichang�s commission as commander in chief before returning

to Xi�an to report to the Party Committee.��

In the middle of April Du Heng returned to Shaanbei, this time

accompanied by Liu Zhidan, to communicate the Provincial Committee�s

decision. The Shaanxi�Gansu Guerilla Column would be reorganized into

two detachments, the 3rd and 5th, with Liu Zhidan heading the former and

Yan Hongyan the latter. Xie Zichang was dismissed and sent to Gansu to

work among soldiers there. (He would return to Shaanbei later after things

had quietened down.) On the 20th of April the Party Central Committee,

confirming the decision, further decreed that the Shaanxi�Gansu Guerilla

Column would become the 42nd Division of the 26th Chinese Workers� and

Peasants� Red Army (���������������). Finally, on May

10, overall command of the Column was handed over to Liu Zhidan.��

The history of the communist movement in China is as much one of

personal animosity as one of political struggle, and the Sanjiayuan

Incident�s extended repercussions were a good example. At the root of the

affair, as noted above, was a deep factional divide between Liu Zhidan�s

Nanliang Guerilla Column and Xie Zichang�s West Shanxi / North Shaanxi

Guerilla Column over what kind of revolutionary movement was most

appropriate to the conditions of Shaanbei. That rivalry had ramifications

that persisted into the 1990s, creating yet another �winners vs. losers�

divide in Chinese communist history � the very same circumstances that

Li Qingdong would decry � and fuelling the appearance of opposing sets of

memoirs in which one side sought to paint its own protagonist in
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revolutionary colours while passing fleetingly over the achievements of the

other. A careful look at two collections of revolutionary memoirs and oral

interviews that appeared in the mid� to late 1990s is illuminating.

The first collection to appear, in 1995, was titled The 26 th Red Army

and the Shaanxi �Gansu Soviet Area (������	
��; hereafter

HELJ),��� an extensive array of oral reminiscences by survivors of the

Shaanxi guerilla years including veteran cadres of both the Nanliang

Guerilla Column and the West Shanxi / North Shaanxi Guerilla Column.

Two years later, another set of reminiscences appeared bearing the title

The Shaanxi �Gansu Border Area Revolutionary Base (	
������;

hereafter SGBG).���Examining the two volumes, one is first struck by the

comparative absence from the latter volume, SGBG, of any memoirs

related by veterans of Liu Zhidan�s Nanliang Guerilla Column, and

subsequently by the fact that only the former volume, HELJ, has a section

dealing specifically with the Sanjiayuan Incident. It is no coincidence that

the litany of complaints against Zhao Erwa cited on the preceding pages

were all from SGBG, while the suggestion that the events at Sanjiayuan

dealt a serious blow to the Shaanxi revolutionary movement is from HELJ.

Regarding the accusations of continued bandit activity by Zhao Erwa�s

followers even after the formation of the Northwestern Anti�Imperialist

Allied Army, again there is a divergence between the two texts. Those on

Liu Zhidan�s side of the argument insist that, following the Allied Army�s

formation, a purge of the Second Regiment�s ranks had already weeded out

numerous recalcitrant hooligan types. At the same time, they assert, the

difficulty of making ends meet had caused the entire army to make a

decision to go out to �attack a few local bullies� (���), and Xie Zichang�s

men had been just as active in those activities as had those of Liu Zhidan.

While Zhao Erwa�s followers, under cover of these raids, had also helped
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themselves to the pigs of ordinary peasants and sometimes pursued such

requisitions �too enthusiastically� (����),��� no one was entirely free

from accusations of bandit�like behaviour. Yang Peisheng, another former

bandit chief serving under Liu Zhidan who had ranked equally with Zhao

Erwa, also pointed out in his reminiscences that Xie Zichang�s men had

robbed and killed people just like anyone else: �How were they going to

explain that away?� �Zhao Erwa�, Yang insisted, �was killed unjustly.��	�Pro�

Liu Zhidan accounts further insisted that the Sanjiayuan Incident had been

a case of one faction seeking to eliminate another, �an attempt to

extinguish the revolutionary forces, a criminal action that aided the enemy,

not our own side�.�
�As Liu Jingfan put it to researchers who interviewed

him shortly before his death in the 1980s, Xie Zichang himself had

sometimes been �overly �left�� (����).��� (Not surprisingly, Xie Zichang�s

official biography, written by two local Party historians, makes no mention

of the Sanjiayuan affair whatsoever.)���

Concerning the true nature of the events that transpired at

Sanjiayuan, sources associated with Liu Zhidan, as cited in HELJ and

elsewhere, also differ considerably from the version outlined in the

previous pages. In contrast to the assertion that Liu himself was not

disarmed by Xie Zichang�s men, participant Liu Jingfan, Liu Zhidan�s

younger cousin, relates the story in dramatic detail:

�As soon as Xie [Zichang] shouted the password, �Some of us are

hanging up sheep and selling dog�meat!�, commander of the Guards

Division Bai Xilin (���) pinioned Zhao Lianbi [Erwa]�s arms,

whereupon Yao Hongyan took out his Mauser pistol and shot Zhao

once in the temple, causing him to fall to the ground dead. Yan then

turned to Liu Zhidan and snatched away his Mauser pistol while Wu

Daifeng (���) took mine. After this, the men of the Guards Division
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opened fire on the Second Regiment, [killing or wounding several of its

officers] before moving forward to take away the weapons of the

entire Second Regiment.����

If Liu Jingfan�s account of Liu Zhidan being relieved of his Mauser

pistol immediately following Zhao Erwa�s execution is true, it would

account for Liu�s apparent passivity as the events unfolded. More than one

eyewitness has made reference to how he squatted wordlessly to one side,

sunk in depression, his spirits low, the life seemingly gone out of him;���Liu

was even denied the right to speak to Liu Jingfan.���All the evidence, that

is, suggests that Sanjiayuan was in fact a classic coup d�état carried out by

Xie Zichang, who had from the beginning been unable to share Liu

Zhidan�s enthusiasm for recruiting bandits.

Our examination of the two volumes of reminiscences revealed some

further interesting points. On Zhao Erwa himself, for instance,

reminiscences by cadres of the West Shanxi / North Shaanxi Guerilla

Column refer to him as a �bandit� (��),�	� while those of the Nanliang

Guerilla Column (notably Liu Jingfan and Yang Peisheng) take a much

more charitable view of Zhao. On the events that took place at Sanjiayuan,

the memoirs presented in SGBG of the four West Shanxi Guerilla Column

veterans mentioned above, along with that of another West Shanxi veteran

Ma Yunze, present highly detailed and self
justificatory accounts of the

affair, while the Nanliang Guerilla Column is represented by only Liu

Jingfan and Yang Peisheng, both of whom, particularly Yang Peisheng,

skate relatively quickly over the events. (Ma Yunze�s memoir even asserts

that Zhao Erwa was executed for attempting an armed mutiny.)���HELJ,

on the other hand, is a rich assemblage of memoirs by individuals from

each side of the factional divide.

As if the implications of these contrasts were not enough, the two
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volumes also took differing approaches to the presentation of the data they

assembled. While HELJ presented each interview transcript verbatim with

no evidence of editorial interference, the texts assembled by SGBG all

show signs of an editor�s hand. Again, while the interviewees represented

in HELJ included both individuals who later fell away from the revolution

and people who played no more than minor parts in the guerilla

movement, the authors assembled in SGBG are without exception the

�heroes� of the piece, people who became major players following

�Liberation� in 1949. It is hard to resist the conclusion that the SGBG

pieces had been hastily assembled as a reaction to the publication of HELJ

two years before, with the primary objective of underwriting their own

man�s � i.e. Xie Zichang�s � contribution to the Shaanxi revolution

including a justification of the events at Sanjiayuan.

���

It is no coincidence that memoirs by veterans of Liu Zhidan�s Nanliang

Guerilla Column tend to be fewer in number than those representing Xie

Zichang�s West Shanxi / North Shaanxi Guerilla Column. In the first place,

cadres who had served under Xie Zichang and who rose to occupy

important posts after 1949 far outnumbered those who had formerly been

followers of Liu Zhidan.���Even more crucial was the far�reaching influence

of the 1962 Liu Zhidan affair referred to at the beginning of this article.���

In 1956, established Party writer Li Jiantong had been requested to write a

biography of her second cousin Liu Zhidan for a series designed to extol

communist martyrs. Against the advice of her husband, Liu Jingfan, as well

as of others who, from bitter experience, were wary of the shifting tides of

opinion within the Party (particularly regarding its Shaanbei legacy), Li

allowed herself to be persuaded to go ahead with the project, ultimately

deciding that a novelistic format would be more suitable than a simple
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biography.���

Even before the text had been formally published, following the

publication of a few excerpts in various newspapers, it ran into problems.

When Yan Hongyan, a former stalwart of the West Shanxi / North Shaanxi

Guerilla Columns and staunch opponent of Liu Zhidan�s bandit policy,

happened to see a draft of the novel, he immediately contacted Party

ideologist Kang Sheng, who in turn saw a way of ingratiating himself with

Mao Zedong by suggesting that Li Jiantong�s aim in reviving the memory

of Liu Zhidan was to seek to overturn the 1954 guilty verdict against Liu�s

close confederate Gao Gang so as to split the Party against itself in the

same way that the Shaanxi movement had once split.��� There was the

further implication that she was trying to set Liu Zhidan�s legacy up to

rival that of Mao Zedong. (Lingering suspicions that Liu�s death in action in

1936 was, in fact, engineered by a jealous Mao have refused to die.) Mao,

more and more paranoid since the split with Peng Dehuai a few years

before, agreed with Kang�s analysis and bitterly criticized Li�s manuscript

as an �anti�Party novel� (��	
). Subsequently, not only Li Jiantong

herself and her husband Liu Jingfan, but all the veterans who had formerly

been associated with the Liu Zhidan side and who had cooperated with her

research for the novel suffered fierce recriminations, especially during the

�Cultural Revolution� that followed soon after. By the time of the Cultural

Revolution�s conclusion in 1976, they had been reduced to a small minority

among surviving Party cadres compared to Xie Zichang�s former followers.

The facts of the Liu Zhidan affair have been admirably set out by

David Holm and there is no need to reiterate them here.���As Holm shows,

the origins of the affair went back to the October 1935 �elimination of

counter�revolutionaries� campaign, sometimes referred to as the �North�

West problem�, in which numerous leaders of the Shaanxi revolutionary
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movement including Liu Zhidan and Gao Gang had been stripped of their

posts and imprisoned (and many more killed) following the arrival in the

northwest of hardline communists critical of what was labelled their

�rightwing deviationism�. Although these people were ordered to be

released by Mao Zedong when he too arrived a few weeks later at the

head of the First Red Army after completing the Long March, those

responsible, far from being punished, remained in positions of authority in

the Party and Soviet government in Yanan and even after 1949. Not

surprisingly, the affair remained a persistent source of bad feeling among

the communists in northwest China throughout the following years.���

After 1949, lest they make the Communist Party appear less saintly

than it wished to be seen, these �unsettled cases� (��) had been swept

under the carpet.��� Li Jiantong�s crime had been in her having

inadvertently brought them to the surface through her novel Liu Zhidan ,

thus treading on a large number of very powerful toes. The result was a

purge that left very few survivors among those once associated with the

�revolutionary hero� Liu Zhidan.

Though the two events were quite separate, the origins of the 1935

purge in turn harked back to the apparently insignificant 1932 Sanjiayuan

Incident. On the face of it no more than the elimination of a troublesome

former bandit, necessary in order to permit the raising of the red flag for

the first time in northwest China, the Sanjiayuan Incident should rather be

seen as the precursor of a chain of events rooted in personal and political

animosities and rivalries among the Shaanxi communists that contributed

in no small degree to the 1935 purge. Not least among those rivalries was

that between followers of Xie Zichang and those of Liu Zhidan. Allegiances

to one or other of the two factions were strong, and the clash between the

two men over the viability of Shaanxi�s bandits in the province�s
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revolutionary movement provided the spark that lit the fuse.

The division was probably broadened by social factors operating in the

rural Shaanbei environment. The appeal of local leaders like Liu Zhidan

and Xie Zichang lay not merely in their organizing ability and

revolutionary credentials, but also in their personal charisma and

indigenous roots. In such an environment, loyalties tended to be personal

rather than ideological. Naturally, each of the two men made full use of

those qualities to create the conditions for revolution in their immediate

surrounding area. The extraordinary setbacks and difficulties which the

Party had to endure in order to maintain a foothold in Shaanbei made their

local appeal especially strong. The result was the emergence of two quite

distinct factions, each tied intimately to one or other of the two leaders: Liu

Zhidan�s Nanliang Guerilla Column and Xie Zichang�s West Shanxi / North

Shaanxi Guerilla Column. When a conflict arose between the two, as

happened at Sanjiayuan, the stand�off, because of the nature of the

relationship between leadership and followers, was likely to be both

absolute and highly subjective, with the consequent likelihood of bloodshed.

If the short�term result of Sanjiayuan was the murder of Zhao Erwa, the

long�term result was the ossification of the two sides, reflected ultimately

in the appearance of rival sets of memoirs, a legacy of mutual mistrust that

lingered for more than half a century, and the throwing of a smokescreen

over the complex legacy of Liu Zhidan.

It would be more than fifty years before the Communist Party finally

managed to draw a line under the Sanjiayuan Incident. In 1983, free at last

of Mao�s control, Deng Xiaoping ordered the newly�formed Central

Advisory Commission (�������	
) to assume responsibility for

laying the �Northwest problem� (and, coincidentally, the Sanjiayuan

Incident) to rest. Over the spring and summer of that year, surviving
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veterans of the Shaanbei revolutionary movement, including both the

Nanliang and West Shanxi / North Shaanxi factions, were brought together

in Beijing for a series of study meetings to discuss and reach a unanimous

conclusion regarding this much�disputed historical problem. Under the

circumstances, such a conclusion was not easily reached, and bitter

arguments evidently broke out causing the talks to be abandoned. In

September 1985, finally, under the coaxing of Party Secretary Hu Yaobang,

a second series of meetings was called. In one of the few official Party

documents to mention the Sanjiayuan Incident by name, the Commission�s

�Report on the Discussion Meetings Concerning Some Historical Problems

of the Red Army�s Struggle in the Northwest� (������	
����

�������), finally released in 1986, concluded:

Since the composition of the [Northwest China Anti�Imperialist

Allied Army�s] ranks had been imperfect, its work�style (��) and

discipline poor, it was necessary to carry out a cleansing of the ranks

in line with the Party�s principles for army�building (�	��).

However, for one faction to adopt the method of commandeering the

other faction�s weapons and even go so far as to take someone�s life,

particularly when there was disagreement on the matter between the

two principal leaders Liu Zhidan and Xie Zichang, cannot be said to be

a correct decision regardless of who made it. Fortunately, a number of

the comrades in the [Allied Army], understanding the overall situation,

steadfastly supported the revolution and made important contributions

to the development of the revolution in the Northwest and of the Red

Army. Outstanding among those comrades was Comrade Liu Zhidan.

More than half a century has passed since those events, and most of

the leading comrades of the time have already passed away. What is

important right now is to conscientiously draw out the lessons of this
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experience, not to seek to assign responsibility to any specific

individual.���

Thus did the echoes of the shots that ended an obscure former

bandit�s life reverberate almost into the last decade of the 20th century.

On the significance of this document and the events it referred to,

Wang Xiaozhong, a member of the Central Advisory Commission�s

secretariat who had taken part in the collating of the Commission�s

findings, reflected ruefully twenty years later:

�At numerous points in the history of the Chinese Communist

Party, major disagreements have burst to the surface, all of them

permeated by vicious and murderous fratricidal conflict. The cruelty

revealed in these intra�Party struggles is equal to that shown in any

life�and�death struggle with an external enemy. However, the damage

caused by these struggles to the broad mass of the Party membership

and to the Party itself is in fact greater than that caused by any

external conflict.����

���

Taken together, the Sanjiayuan Incident and the Li Qingdong affair

show the Party�s enduring sensitivity to its legacy of recruiting bandits to

the revolution. While current circumstances may have demanded such a

policy, and certain leaders like Liu Zhidan and Mao Zedong been highly

sanguine regarding its potential, the opprobrium with which Chinese

society regarded bandits made their recruitment to the revolution a far

more complex issue than it first appeared. Consequently, the vast majority

of materials on Liu Zhidan, particularly biographical materials, omit this

aspect of his revolutionary strategy altogether. Part 2 of this essay, after

introducing the way in which Liu�s biographers have tiptoed around this

important aspect of his Shaanbei heritage, will take up a number of other
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�Bros in the �Hood� whose connection to Liu Zhidan brought them face to

face with the revolutionary movement in Shaanbei (with varying results).
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���Information in the preceding paragraphs is taken from Xu Youwei�s interview
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1997�537.

\@�X�W 1997�490�492Tsee also ]^� 1995�323.
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\=�XYW 1997�490�492.

\��"(abc+,!dGefgh/ 1986� 117�interview with Liu Jingfan, 25

April, 1959�.

\\�ijk 1986�40.

\��l�� 1997�423�425.

\'�Ibid� 424. There are numerous versions of how the events at Sanjiayuan

transpired, particularly with regard to the disarming of the Second Regiment. For

details, see �� 2008�47�48.

\4�mnh 1995�1, 16.

\S���� 1997� 423�425T _op 1993� 324. Like Liu Zhidan, Ma Xiwu had

formerly been a member of the Gelao hui�qrs�, and had come over to the
revolution at Liu�s urging.

\<�tuv0wxy 2011�31�2.

�@�For details, see "zLM{0)�*LM{ 1992, 1927�1929� 190, 198�99, 221,

331, 404, 446, 472T1930�1931�35�36T1932, vol. 2�327�328.
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������ 1995�316�	
� 1995�329.
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������ 2007�272.

������ 1995�317.

���See ������� 1994.

������ 2007� 262. Other sources state that it was Bai Xilin who carried out

Zhao Erwa�s execution. See ��� 1997� 470���� 1997� 424��� 1995�

341. Elsewhere, however, Yang Peisheng relates that he could not see clearly who

actually fired the shot. See �� 1997�495�6.

���� � 1995�323�	
� 1995�329. See also !"#�$%& 2011�31�2.

�'���� 1995�317.

�(�See, for example, )*+ 1997� 486� ,�� 1997� 424. According to Yang

Peisheng, Xie Zichang also condemned Zhao as a �bandit� when addressing the

army at Sanjiayuan. See �� 1995a� 341. [Although Xie�s name is transcribed

as �XXX� in this text, the context leaves no doubt as to the speaker�s identity.

�-��./ 1997�481.

���An examination of the list of contributors to SGBG, most of them supporters of

Xie Zichang, reveals a large number of high�level cadres.

���For a detailed English�language account of the affair, see Holm 1992.

���Holm 1992�80.

���Gao Gang was another local son and fellow�student at the high school in Yulin

where Liu Zhidan and Xie Zichang had cut their political teeth. Following Liu
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Region faction and thus came to be on very bad terms with the former North
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of launching an �anti�Party conspiracy�, his role in the events made the legacy of

Sanjiayuan still more acrimonious.
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ABSTRACT

Since the appearance of Edgar Snow�s Red Star Over China , the

achievements of Liu Zhidan (���) in blending revolutionary ideals with

the destructive energy of north Shaanxi�s bandit tradition have become

well known. Through repeated failures and recoveries, Liu Zhidan

perceived that 20th�century China�s ubiquitous violence left no alternative

for the communists but to seek a military solution. The key to

revolutionary success in China was an empowered peasantry fighting in

the name of a shared ideal, and Liu Zhidan recognized that, in the remote

areas in which the communists sought to �rest their buttocks�, armed

forces such as those of local bandits and brotherhoods could not be ignored.

How to win those forces over to the revolutionary cause, or, failing

that, how to nullify and eventually eliminate them became a major

strategic problem for Liu and for other early communist militants.

Regularly condemned for his attention to such irregular fighters, Liu

Zhidan saw that, under the circumstances, they were all �Bro�s in the

�Hood�, and that the key to creating a successful revolutionary movement

in China was to bring people together, not to isolate them.

This paper will examine Liu Zhidan�s activities in �Shaanbei� from 1928

Liu Zhidan and his �Bro�s in the �Hood�:
Bandits and Communists in the Shaanbei

Badlands (1)
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to 1932, particularly his contacts with bandits and other local power�

holders. It will suggest, among other things, that Liu Zhidan�s policy of

recruiting bandits to the revolutionary movement was anything but plain

sailing. While some bandit chiefs were instinctively amenable to the

revolutionary call, others became Liu Zhidan�s worst enemies. At the same

time, the resistance Liu encountered from his fellow�revolutionaries was

often fierce, leading to purges and, ultimately, to what deserves to be

termed judicial murder.
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The role of �spatial fixes� in international transformation is linked to

capital formation. Harvey stresses the general need for long�term invest-

ment in the built environment, for example, fixed, immobile capital, to facili-

tate the mobility of other capital and explores how such investments affect

locational dynamics. Harvey starts from the interface between transport

and communication possibilities on one hand and locational decisions on the

other. This reflects Marx�s claim that the productive forces of capitalism in-

clude the capacity to overcome spatial barriers through investment and in-

novation in transport and communication. This also connects to expanded

reproduction in so far as capitalist�s growth imperative lead to market ex-

pansion and hence to intensified transport and communication links beyond

a given region. Such responses reduce the turnover time of industrial capi-

tal. Besides the normal role of infrastructural facilities in annihilating

spaces by time and expanding the market, Harvey addresses their role in

buying time through the built environment. Crisis tendencies can be over-

come in short to medium through investments that absorb surplus capital

and future productivity and profitability. Investments to the built environ-

ment also provide a potential escape from crisis via market expansion.

Keywords : David Harvey, built environment, annihilation of space by time,

accumulation of capital, spatial fix

The �Built Environment� of David Harvey

NOJIRI Wataru
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Keywords : Fluency, Free writing, Topic selection, Replication

This paper uses Bonzo�s 2008 measure of fluency in writing to investigate

the role topic selection plays in EFL classes at a university in Japan. Sec-

ond language (L2) output is often used as a measure of a learner�s current

level of linguistic development (e.g. Corder, 1967; Selinker, 1972). One im-

portant though hard to define factor within such development is that of

fluency. Some commentators have noted that fluency is more commonly

defined in terms of speaking rather than writing (e.g. Brown, 2003). The

term now forms a key point in some pedagogical approaches, such as

Task-Based Learning (Willis and Willis, 1996), and Nation�s four -strand ap-

proach (2009). Although writers such as Nation use the term fluency in

each of the four skills taught in EFL classes (i.e. reading, listening, speak-

ing, and writing), among the writing research that has been conducted,

there seems to have been a tendency to focus on accuracy at the expense

of fluency (Chandler, 2003). It would therefore seem that, although writing

fluency is often overlooked, it nevertheless has a legitimate place in the

classroom and is a worthy candidate of research.

The current study took place within the broader context of the Writ-

Do Participant-selected Topics Influence
L2 Writing Fluency? A Replication Study

Myles GROGAN
Matt LUCAS
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ing Fluency Project, an online group for assisting teachers in becoming

more familiar with quantitative research. This provided the opportunity for

full and part-time teachers to work together and create a dialogue on how

fluency might affect learners in our setting, as well as to improve pedagogi-

cal approaches available to teachers.

Issues in writing fluency

Perhaps one of the reasons that writing fluency has been neglected is be-

cause of its notoriously problematic nature to research. Firstly, writing flu-

ency is seemingly difficult to define (Fellner & Apple, 2004). Some research-

ers, such as Schmidt (1992, p. 358), emphasize cognition, defining it as �the

processing of language in real time�; others prefer to pay more attention to

how well output can be �automatized� as chunks of language (Ellis, 1996).

In an attempt to be more specific, others still have recently subcategorized

aspects of writing fluency into skills such as syntactic fluency, defined as

�the ability to manipulate a variety of sentence structures effectively�

(Lynn, 2010). Other examples of subcategories have come from distinct

classifications such as word choice, technical quality, content, purpose, or-

ganization, and style (Ransdall et al, 2001).

Writing fluency also has problems associated with research design.

Bonzo (2008, p. 723) cites numerous findings to suggest that learners do not

write freely when they know their production will be assessed (e.g. Perl,

1979; Rorschach, 1986; Sandler, 1987). It is also possible that learners might

try to produce as little as possible in order to avoid making mistakes (Hom-

stad & Thorson, 2000). Furthermore, fluency is difficult to isolate from

other factors such as error, lexical range, syntactic complexity, and produc-

tivity (Lennon, 1990, p. 396). While Lennon�s research related to oral flu-
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ency, the same issues might also be applicable to writing. Similarly, other

factors may play a role such as writing strategy and level of language de-

velopment (Myles, 2002).

Perhaps more important, however, is the fact that writing fluency ap-

pears to be difficult to operationalize. Some researchers have used produc-

tion time as a measure (e.g. Chandler, 2003), averaging time per hundred

words. Although time is likely to be a strong factor in fluency, this ap-

proach usually seems to appear where fluency is an additional focus rather

than a central one. Wolfe-Quintero, Inagaki, and Kim (1998) review simple

measures such as words, verbs, or sentences produced, through to more

complex ratio measures, such as words in error-free T-units saying that

�Most of the measures that have been used in developmental index studies

consist of intuitive rather than theoretical operationalizations... � (p. 4).

Wolfe-Quintero et al also suggest that fluency ratios are better than

simple counts (such as T-units) at capturing global proficiency.

Fluency in relation to writing topics

Bonzo�s study (2008) found participant-selected topics produced a greater

degree of fluency than teacher-selected topics across a range of measures.

It is not only Bonzo who identified this trend; Paris and Turner (1994), for

example, discovered that there was a diminished perceived threat of cor-

rection when self-significant writing topics were employed.

Self-significant topics may also influence the degree to which learners

take ownership of their writing. Heilenmann (1991) claimed that learners

are often given no choice of topic in the writing classroom. Owing to this,

others such as Reichelt (2001) claim that learners are left without a unified

Do participant�selected topics influence
L2 writing fluency? A replication study
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sense of purpose when it comes to L2 writing. Indeed, as Semke (1984)

pointed out, production is an integral part of acquisition, which itself

stresses the importance of a message in communication and of learners be-

ing motivated by taking ownership of the topics they write about. Many

tasks related to fluency assessment relate to activities where no topic is as-

signed, such as blogs (e.g. Fellner & Apple, 2004). The goal of such activi-

ties is to promote an authenticity in communication, creating a range of

possible purposes for the writing. Hamps-Lyon (1990) reminds us that all

writing is personal. In trying to match the expectations of an assessor, a

writer must �follow the steps of attending to, understanding, and valuing

the task� (p.77). Where a participant has control over the choice of topic, it

may be that the attendant �value�, hence ownership, may help to increase

fluency.

Cognitive demand is another factor to take into consideration in the

writing process. It is likely that a topic will influence the way a writing

task is approached, which may, in turn, affect the degree to how cogni-

tively demanding it is. Likewise, many commentators have also indicated

that the orthographic challenges of a writing task may increase cognitive

demand. Koda (1993), for example, notes that using a different orthographic

system may affect students� processing ability, detracting from higher

processes such as discourse style or structure. In a review-writing task,

Way, Joiner, and Seaman (2000) looked at the way questions were pre-

sented with models. Their results showed that the scaffolding of a writing

prompt changed the degree of output, as did the nature of the task. They

challenged the ACTFL guidelines describing narrative tasks as beginner

and descriptive tasks as intermediate level, showing that with proper scaf-

folding, beginner level students were capable of some descriptive tasks.
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This was especially the case where L1 and L2 share the same orthographic

system, and so may not apply to the current context.

Although the literature would appear to favour participant-selected

over teacher-selected topics as a better means of producing writing flu-

ency, there is, nevertheless, a need to be more critically aware. For exam-

ple, Raimes (1983, p. 266) stated that topic selection is the teacher�s �most

responsible activity�, while Kroll (1990) claimed that as long as a topic is

stimulating and pitched at a suitable level, the issue of who selects the

topic almost falls into redundancy. This is something that will be returned

to later in the Discussion section.

The present study

This study replicates a component of a fluency study conducted by Bonzo

(2008). The focus of the research is to determine how variation in a writing

fluency activity can affect student output in terms of a measure of writing

fluency. The present study replicates the fluency index listed in Bonzo�s

study to measure any effect on participant choice of topics in free-writing

assignments. One of Bonzo�s research questions was:

�Does topic-selection control ( teacher-selected topics versus

participant-selected topics) influence a participant�s fluency in writing (as

measured with a general fluency index)?� (Bonzo 2008, p. 724)

This led us to pose an open-ended research question, which was framed as

follows:

Do participant�selected topics influence
L2 writing fluency? A replication study
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What are the effects of participant -selected versus teacher -selected

topics in terms of writing fluency in L1 Japanese learners of L2 English?

Method

Participants

Participants were all second year students in the faculties of Business, So-

cial Studies, or International Studies at Momoyama Gakuin University.

Data was taken from learners in five English classes (three general English

classes and two communication classes). All participants were all of a simi-

lar age (19-20 years old). Following attrition from attendance, as well as

those who did not wish to participate, 84 remained. Of these, 55 were fe-

male, and 29 were male. One researcher worked exclusively with three

classes of non-English majors (50 students actively participating), while

some English majors may have been present in the other researcher�s

groups (two classes).

Pilot study

In order to check the administrative implications of the processes, a pilot

study was conducted by one researcher with a group of classes. The study

resulted in changes to the consent forms to include active participation or

refusal, instead of simply submitting forms if students were willing to par-

ticipate. Names of group members were made easily accessible to help stu-

dents remember their groupings from week to week. It was found that

when students wrote with pencils, they expended considerable time eras-

ing writing. As a result, students were asked to either write in pen or to

refrain from using erasers. Finally, the researchers decided to use a log-

book to ensure greater consistency between and within samples.
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Process

Participants in each class were divided into two groups, with the groupings

displayed in the classroom at the beginning of each writing task. Partici-

pants were then given a 10-minute free-writing assignment using a specifi-

cally prepared sheet for the activity. Groups alternated between a teacher-

selected task and a participant-selected assignment, with a total of four as-

signments. The activity was controlled for time, as this was felt to be a fac-

tor in fluency. At the end of the allotted time, participants were asked to

count the total number of words produced. Tasks were given at the begin-

ning of class, ostensibly over four weeks, although some participants who

had missed classes were allowed to do their assignment in class in the fifth

week.

Prior to the first activity, participants were asked to give consent for

their data to be used in a research study. Participants who declined to

have their data used were removed from the sample, but were still re-

quired to complete the tasks. Although this assignment did not directly af-

fect grades, participants were encouraged to save data and use this as evi-

dence of progress and strategizing if learners felt this was appropriate.

Particularly at the beginning of the project, comprehension of the tar-

get of the assigned topic was checked, and participants were given 10 min-

utes to write as much as they could. The assigned topics were Your life af-

ter graduation and Your favourite class or subject to study. Although

these topics were not directly addressed in the curriculum before the as-

signment, the researchers felt that the topics were within the ability of the

learners.
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The researchers then manually counted the total number of words

and the total number of unique words produced by each student. Following

guidance from the research group, a system of counting was developed for

relative consistency. The researchers regularly checked samples of each

other�s work to make sure that results were congruent. In general, the

counts were the same, and discrepancies were minimal. Where discrepan-

cies did occur, they were discussed to make sure that any systematic prob-

lems were removed as much as possible. A logbook also was kept to pro-

vide a reference to ensure consistency. For example, where some partici-

pants wrote bookstore , others wrote book store , and it was decided that

this would count as two words. For reasons such as this, manual counts

were felt to lead to a better understanding of what was to be included as a

word, whereas machine counting may not be as flexible.

Once the numbers were collected, we applied the fluency formula used

by Bonzo (taken from Carroll, 1967). This compensates for differences in

the length of a composition produced by a student. The index is �the total

number of different words divided by the square root of twice the total

number of all words� (Bonzo, 2008, p. 728). The data was then subject to a

two-tailed t -test (p=0.05).

Following the last assignment, students were asked to answer a sim-

ple questionnaire on their experience. This was administered online using

commercial questionnaire software. Participants were made aware that

this data would also be used for this research, and given the option not to

complete it. Participants who missed the last class but made up the assign-

ment were asked to fill in the questionnaire by themselves. 82 responses

were obtained.
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In addition to the questionnaire, volunteers from two classes were

asked to take part in focus group interviews. These took place once before

and once after the data was collected. These were 10 minutes long and

conducted in simple Japanese by one of the researchers. These responses

were used to provide depth to the quantitative data.

Results

Fluency index

Taken as a group, the fluency index scores were higher when participants
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were given a free choice of assignment in any given week. Figure 1 shows

overall performance by topic selection (participant or teacher) using the flu-

ency index. Rearranging the data so that the performance is compared by

the order in which they perform the task (see Figure 2) shows that partici

pants scored higher on the fluency index when performing on the partici-

pant-selected assignment regardless of the order in which the assignments

were given.

In Figure 1, performance is consistently between 3.7 and 3.8 among

the participant-selected writings, regardless of group. The teacher-selected

topic shows more of an improvement across the four weeks. The group

that did the teacher-selected topic first seems to have the same result on

both of the participant-selected tasks (3.74), the only subsection in which no

improvement was shown. The score of these participants was lower across

the board.

Using the fluency index from Bonzo�s original paper, results indicate

that participants scored significantly higher on the fluency index when

choosing their own topic (M =3.76, SD =0.55) than when the teacher as-

signed the topic (M =3.52, SD =0.52); t (82)=-2.85, p =0.005. This suggests

that participant choice with respect to writing topic resulted in signifi-

cantly more fluent writing as defined using the formula in Bonzo.
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Survey results

Contrary to the statistical pattern of findings from the free-writing activity,

the survey results indicated that teacher-selected topics were in fact more

helpful in producing a greater degree of fluency than participant-selected

topics (74% versus 61%). In addition, the survey responses showed that

�My choice of topic� was chosen by one or two more participants as �Not

helpful at all� when compared to �Teacher�s choice of topic�. No students

chose �counter-productive� for any of the factors we listed in the question-

naire. In the comments section to this question item, one student indicated

they had found �Shadowing� helpful to their overall fluency.

A summary of those factors affecting student fluency listed on the

questionnaire is shown in Figure 3. The full response to all questions is

presented in Appendix A.
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Discussion

The two groups performed differently on the writing task, so an order ef-

fect cannot be entirely discounted. Interestingly, the score of those who did

the participant-selected essays first showed no increase in their fluency in-

dex score the second time the participant-selected activity was performed.

This may indicate that participants showed little improvement in their

writing over time when they chose the topic.

The purpose of the exit survey was to add depth to the performance

data that we collected from the writing tasks. In the exit survey, over 90%

of the survey respondents stated they agreed or strongly agreed that they

wanted to learn English, yet 68% stated they didn�t enjoy writing in Eng-

lish. Despite this, 55% of students agreed that writing English was easier

than speaking English, indicating a moderate preference for writing activi-

ties where English was concerned. Although 61% of students said they en-

joyed writing in Japanese, only 31.7% said they enjoyed writing in English.

This latter figure is coincidentally close to the number of participants who

claimed to use English outside the classroom (at 29.7%).

These findings may indicate a dissonance between the desire to learn

English and the amount of investment needed to make progress. While

participants seemingly value English, comparatively few of them seem to

use it. This may result in a discrepancy between the desire to use English

and the investment required to gain a degree of mastery of it. In addition,

a lack of practice outside the classroom may result in a narrow range of

strategies available for its use.
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The subsequent question of why this result might have come about

can be addressed by looking at the interview data, which yielded mixed re-

sponses. This is illustrated in the following conversational extract:

Participant 9: For me, I thought having a fixed topic was actually easier.

It�s better to have more variety, otherwise I just end up writing about

the same thing all the time. It made me realize that there�s so much

more to write about rather than just what I�ve been used to.

Participant 4: It was different for me again. I thought having a free

choice was better because you�re not limited to what you can�t do.

Participant 8: Either was fine for me! If it�s free choice, you can do it on

whatever you like; but if it�s given to you, you can also make a few new

discoveries about things that could allow you to find new ways of writ-

ing.

These responses appear to suggest that a more complex interplay of

factors might be involved. In the survey, participants identified a variety of

additional factors as being helpful to some degree, such translating (58%) or

chunking language items (71%). In particular, the notion of familiarity, cho-

sen as helpful by 56% of respondents, was mirrored in the interviews:

Participant 1: It depends on the topic. If I don�t know it very well, it�s dif-

ficult. But if I know it, it�s easy.

A recurring theme in the interviews was that of strategizing, particu-

larly in terms of decision-making ability. When given a degree of autonomy

through the selection of writing topic, some participants were unprepared

for the load this placed upon them:
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Participant 2: I always get flustered as to what I should choose and it

ends up taking time. When it�s decided, I can get going straight away.

Participant 9: If I couldn�t think of anything to write about, I think hav-

ing a free choice is harder.

Others responded with a thought process centering on their current level

of L2 linguistic development. This was usually associated with working

within what they felt to be their own limitations:

Participant 4: I think free choice is easier, as long as you choose some-

thing you feel you can do. Otherwise I just don�t have enough grammati-

cal knowledge or vocabulary to express myself well enough with a fixed

topic. So it�s a matter of just having to choose something within your

own scope.

Participant 5: If it�s decided, the scope of what you can write about is

more limited, so I think being able to choose whatever I like is easier.

Participant 3: I don�t think having either a decided or undecided topic is

particularly easy. If a decided topic seems easy, it might be easy in the-

ory; but it might also be difficult because I can�t write what I really want

to express.

Despite performing better in terms of fluency according to Bonzo�s flu-

ency index, there is some incongruence between how learners performed

and either how they feel they performed, or the value associated with the

performance. Given the interview and questionnaire data, it seems partici-

pants feel less sure about what they produce or how they produce it when

given a choice to select their own topics.
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Finally, 85.4% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that they enjoyed

the activity, and 73% reported they found this activity helpful, with only a

single respondent claiming they did not find the activity helpful.

Pedagogical implications

Perhaps an overarching theme for all of the factors mentioned in this dis-

cussion is the difference between fluency and perceived fluency. While the

participant-selected topics yielded higher fluency index scores, the teacher-

selected condition did at least appear to indicate an increase in written flu-

ency across the four weeks (refer once again to Figure 1). Perhaps a bal-

ance needs to be struck between current ability (as reflected in the

participant-selected topics) and progress within the target language (as re-

flected in the teacher-selected topics). While some participants produced

low fluency index scores, some of them were, nevertheless, able to produce

quite long pieces of texts, particularly as time progressed.

Participants seemed to be aware of their ability to develop more skill

with time, and the need for more work with fluency. This is perhaps best

illustrated by the following response:

Participant 8: My problem is that even if I understand it, I can�t produce

it. I just can�t seem to get the kind of output I�m after. It�s probably due

to not having enough practice. I probably need to speak more with for-

eign people, or at least try to express myself more on paper.

Nation (2009) makes fluency practice a part of his four-strand approach

with each of the skill areas in language teaching. The four-strand approach

recognizes that language input and output are necessary, but that robust
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fluency activities are also required for learners to make progress. This

seems to have been recognized by the positive response to the activity,

and the fact that most participants found it helpful. This is echoed in the

following interview excerpt:

Participant 3: I think I�ve probably got faster at putting what I want to

say from Japanese into English. I think the reason is mainly due to the

regular practice that we had.

Another factor which seems to have been overlooked by much previ-

ous research is the effect of translation. Although �translation in language

teaching has been treated as a pariah� (Cook, 2010, p. xv), it remains a con-

stant theme in the language classroom. For example, Chenoweth & Hayes

(2001) claimed that written fluency is �mediated primarily by two internal

processes called �the translator� and �the reviser�� (p. 80). This suggests that

besides regular practice, it also might be worthwhile to raise learner

awareness of the interaction between the mother tongue and L2 in a fur-

ther attempt to increase written fluency. The ability to work with learners�

interlanguage (Selinker, 1972) would seem to be a key pedagogic need,

given that the learners here were found to be translating. It would also

seem to suggest that a teacher needs to have some skills in an L2 them-

selves. Such an understanding may help teachers in employing cross-

linguistic awareness-raising techniques, such as those proposed by Lucas

(2012).

Finally, the issue of whether corrective feedback is necessary for im-

proving written fluency is perhaps also noteworthy. The usefulness of cor-

rective feedback on learners� writing has, thus far, been intensely debated
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(Truscott, 1999; Ferris, 2004). Brown (2003) calls for a focus on fluency that

encourages constructive use of errors as well as giving many opportunities

for practice. He advocates activities that focus on learners conveying their

meaning effectively, as well as assessing students� fluency, as opposed to

their accuracy. Given that students in our situation only meet with a

teacher once a week, this focus would seem to make sense. On a practical

level, it would therefore perhaps be more useful to emphasize the effects of

topic selection rather than teacher feedback at this stage.

Conclusion

In answer to our research question, the quantitative data indicated that

participant-selected topics may be more efficacious than teacher-selected

topics in producing a greater degree of written L2 fluency. This supports

the prior work of Bonzo. However, it is also important not to overlook

other learner factors that might have the potential to exert an influence on

the writing process. Other such factors may include, among others, famili-

arity with the topic, decision-making ability, current level of linguistic abil-

ity, and motivation. It could subsequently prove useful for future research

to investigate these factors in more detail.

Perhaps more importantly, however, a distinction needs to be drawn

between the notions of fluency and perceived fluency. The ultimate con-

cern of the teacher, therefore, might be to ask which of these needs to be

emphasized. Since it is important for students to perceive themselves as

fluent writers, some free choice and ownership of topics by the writers is

important. However, as teachers, we are also concerned with the develop-

ment of learners� abilities. We have an obligation to take learners into unfa-
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miliar terrain, but must do so in an informed way. This, in turn, will allow

pedagogical decisions to be made and tailored in accordance to the require-

ments of a given set of learners. The main implication, however, is that

regular fluency practice seems to be positively regarded by learners and

should be a regular feature of classroom practice.
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Appendix A. Survey results (n=82).

1. Class Name: ���� �Withheld�

2. I want to learn English

�	
����

32.9% Strongly agree �����

58.5% Agree ��

7.3% Disagree ���

1.2% Strongly disagree ������

3. Have you ever studied English at cram school?

���	
������ �!"#

81.7% Yes $� 18.3% No ��%

4. Have you ever attended a conversation school?

�&'()�*���� �!"#

24.7% Yes $� 75.3% No ��%
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5. I have visited another country.

�������	
����

43.9% Yes �� 56.1% No ���

6. Do you ever use English outside the classroom?

��������������

29.3% Yes �� 70.7% No ���

7. Do you enjoy writing in Japanese?

���� !"#�$%�	�&'����

61% Yes �� 39% No ���

8. Do you enjoy writing in English?

��� !"#�$%�	�&'����

31.7% Yes �� 68.3% No ���

9. Writing for 10 minutes is:

()*$%+�,

19.5% Too short -�.
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53.7% Just right ������

26.8% Too long ��	

10. Writing in English is easier than speaking in English


����������������

17.3% Strongly agree �����

35.8% Agree ��

43.2% Disagree ���

3.7% Strongly disagree  !"����

(1 student skipped)

11. When I am writing in English, I prefer a computer to a paper and pen.


�����#�$�%&�'�����(&)*+,�'����-#�

22.2% Yes .�

43.2% No ��/

34.6% Neither ��01�2�

12. What do you think influences your ability to write fluently?

32"��!4�56�
����78.�9:;<=>;����?�@

AB4�C�D� �E�
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Helps a lot
�������

Quite helpful
		����

Not helpful

������
�

Counter
productive
���

Response
count

Teacher�s choice of topic
���������� 19.8% (16) 74.1% (60) 6.2% (5) 0.0% (0) 81

My choice of topic
���������� 29.6% (24) 61.7% (50) 8.6% (7) 0.0% (0) 81

Familiarity with topic
����� �
! 56.1% (46) 39.0% (32) 4.9% (4) 0.0%(0) 8

Translating
"# 33.3% (27) 58.0% (47) 9.9% (8) 0.0% (0) 81

Chunking
������ 8.8% (7) 71.3% (57) 21.3% (17) 0.0% (0) 80

(One student also said shadowing had been useful)

13. Was this activity helpful to you?

�$%&'���(����)

73.2% Yes '

1% No *

25.6% Neither +(,�-�

14. I enjoyed writing for this research activity.

�$./%&��012$'3��4�5

12.2% Strongly agree 67�89

73.2% Agree 89

14.6% Disagree :89

0.0% Strongly disagree �4�2:89
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The concept of fluency now forms a key point in some pedagogical ap-

proaches (Willis & Willis, 1996; Nation, 2009). Some commentators have sug-

gested that fluency is more often defined in terms of speaking than writing

(e.g. Brown, 2003), thus implying a need for further research in written flu-

ency. Specifically, topic selection and how it might relate to written fluency

is an area of developing research and provided the basis for this study. We

replicate the procedure used by Bonzo (2008) to investigate whether par-

ticipant or teacher-generated topics affect fluency performance on free-

writing tasks, utilizing 84 learners in general English classes at a Japanese

university. Statistical analyses (as operationalized using a fluency index

from Bonzo) indicated that participant-selected topics produced a signifi-

cantly greater degree of written fluency than teacher-selected topics.

Other data, drawn from focus group interviews and a post-procedure sur-

vey, added an extra dimension to the findings in that a distinction may lie

between measurable fluency and the fluency perceived on the part of the

learner. Participants selected a number of factors they believed affected

their fluency, some of which may be at odds with the findings of the statis-

tical analyses. In light of this, pedagogical implications are discussed so that

practical classroom applications can be made.
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This is a biographical sketchi of Li Ye�si (a scholar with pseudonym Li

Gao-tang in Zhe�jiang Yinxian 1622�1680) : A chronological description of Li

Ye�si�s life�time history, his works and several movements of the related

persons with him.

Biographical Sketch of Li Gao�Tang

HAYASHI Kousaku
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